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ABSTR,ACT

fn this paper is the analysis and interpre_
tation of the recoveries fron the Bundoran site,
DjKn-5, a multi-component carnpsi te/fishing station
approxinately 20 krn south of the town of Kenora,
Ontario. The site was comprised of Iaurel, Blackduck
and Selkirk components, as well as an historic ash
dump. The main focus of the paper is on the largest
feature of the site, a semi-circular alignment of
rocks, with associated hearths and artifacts,
discovered in the La.urel strata, which has been interpreted as representing the remainÉ of a Laurel
house structure. As few of these structures have ever
been found, and those found only in the last ten -.
years, the analysis of Djl(n-5 provi-ded the opportunity to add to the study of laureL residential
and settlement patterning.

analysis of the site consisted of ibhe
classification of the lithic and ceramic collecti_ons
The

all cultural cornponents, as well as the analysis of the stratigraphic and horizontal patterning
of artifacts and features in the site. îhe site was
dated through relative means, specifically ceramic
seriati.on. the site was shown to contain a La.urel
from

structure dated to approximately A.D. !00,
with the'Blackduck and Selkirk components dated to
A.D. 1000 and A.D. 1J00, respectively. The Laurel
house proved similar in design and interior layout to previously discovered houses, concluding
that previous descriptions of Laurel residential
patterning were accurate.
house
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CHAPTERI
INTRODUCTION
The Problem

The archaeology of nonhwestem Onta¡io is a lengthy and dive¡sified reco¡d ofhuman
occupaúons dating from as far back as 7500 8.C., the approximate date of entry of the first

Paleo-Indian hunters in the a¡ea, up to and including the earliest contacts with European
traders. Nearly 10,000 years of culore history is represented by relatively sparse sertlemenr

remains, a problem that is further compounded by the ever-p¡esent condition of
compressed soil deposition, often reffe¡ed to as "collapsed srarigraphy" (Syms, 1977).

Within this region lies the site DjKn-5, kno\ryn as the Bundoran site (Fig.l,2; plates i,2).

Ihç Bundoran S!& is a multi-component probable campsite/fishing

sration containing

cultu¡al ¡emains attriburable to the Laurel, Blackduck, a¡d Selkirk cultures, as well as some
evidence of historic occupation in the a¡ea. The Bundoran site is one of seven sites that

contain the remains of Lau¡el cultu¡e house structu¡es. The Laurel culture was flrst
described by Wilford (1941, 1955), naming both rhe cultural "focus" in
the "Rainy River Aspect", and the bwial mound group at the mouth of the Big Fork River
(the smith site) after the small town of Laurel, Mi¡nesota. The cultu¡e was defined based

upon the archaeological recoveries from the excavations of the smith site mounds, as well
as the

McKinsbry mounds (Wiiford, 1941) and the Pike Bay mound (Wilford, 1955). In
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1961, the first Laurel settlement site, the pearson site (stolrnan, 1973:1) was excavated.
The Laurel culture appeared in the southern Boreal fo¡est between 300 B.C. and A.D.
1200. This "northem tier" Middle woodland group was identified based upon the presence

of conical, coil made pottery vessels, with plain bodies and decoration on the upper third of
the vessels, which included various stamped and d¡agged impressions and punctates, and

projectile points, which were usually comer-notched.

After these early descriptions of Laurel remains,l,au¡el sites were identiJied in
southeastem Manitoba (MacNiesh, l95B), nonhem Manitoba (Mayer-Oakes, 1970),

nofhwestem Ontario (Kenyon, 1960, Wright, 196?), and Michigan (Janzen, 196g, Brose,
1970a,b). These descriptions of Laurel, particularly wrights, showed a great variation in

Laurel ceramic decorations between geographic areas over dme, and it was from the
recoveries from these fust sites that tentative ceramic seriation chronologies for the Laurel

culture were created. These chronologies were further elaborated upon by stoltrnan (1973),
and the

frst interpretive

analyses

ofrhe Lau¡el culture

we¡e attempted. Based upon the

resulting data, the Laurel culture appeared to consist of seasonally transhumant huntergathereß who made and utilized pottery, and occasionally constructed burial mounds in
the
Rainy River/northern Minnesota a¡ea. suggestions were made that the origin of the Laurel
culture was Asiatic (Wright, 1967:132), Hopewellian (Stoltrnan, 1973:122) or, in some
areas, a combination of ttre two (

wright, 1967:135). The social organization of rhe Lau¡el

culture (kinship, descent, etc.) was raely touched upon, except by Brose (1970a). with the
remains of a house structure in a Laurel cultu¡al stratum to serve as a data bar", b.ore *us
able to make some tentative sp€culations as to the nan¡¡e of the familial organization at that

Lake Michigan a¡ea site. Such speculations rrere not thought possible for the
Minnesota./northwestem ontario Laurel occupations, because only one site, Heron bay,
was reported as possibly containing the remains of a house structure. This structu¡e was

not investigated more fully (wright, 1967:8). It was only in the mid- ro late- 1970's when
the first definite Laurel house structures were discovered.

5

In 1975 and 1976, Reid and Rajnovich (1985) excavated the Ballysadare site @kKp10), which contained an oval line of rocks with associated Laurel a¡tifacts and heanhs

within the a¡c. Also in 1975 and 1976, the Fisk site @lKp-1) was excavated (Rajnovich,
Reid, Shay, 1982). This, as well as rhe Meek site @jKp-3), contained the remains

of

Lau¡el house structures, represented by arching alignments of stones with associated Lau¡el
artifacts, hea¡ths and post moulds. The Ballynacree site @kKp-8) was first tested in 1976,
and has since been subject to excavation since 1983. The most ¡ecent reports indicate that

ttris site contains several contemporaneous l¿u¡el house structl¡Ies simila¡ to the ones
described above. The final laurel house site besides Bundoran has been reported at the

River Point site in northern Mi¡nesota.
The Bundoran site was excavated

n

1977 and 1978, and contained an isolated Laurel

component with the remains ofa Laurel house structure with associated hearths and post
moulds, as well as Blackduck , Selkirk and Historic components. The house is one of the

original cluster of Laurel houses discovered in northwestern Ontario, and, as such, the
interpretation of the data from this site is important in the understanding of Laurel habitation
structures and the infered household patterning

ofits

occupants. The analysis of the

Blackduck and Selkirk deposits was limited to a description of the recoveries, and a
tentative dating of the srata. The objectives of the interpretation of the site were to frst,
produce a site report on the recoveries from the 1977 ali,d,1978 excavations, and second,
analyze the Laurel house in terms of the structure itself and its associated features, and the

possible social implications of that data.

The Environmental Senin g

The Bundo¡an site @jKn-S) is located at 49 degrees, 39', 41" no¡th Laritude, and 94
degrees, 17', 42" westLongitute. It is on a srip of land west of the mouth of the Rushing

River, 20 kilomeres south of the town of Kenora, Ontario. The Keno¡a a¡ea ',lies within
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two climatic ¡egions as defined on the basis of temperature and precipitation. The nonhern
section lies \¡/ithin the English River region while ttre southem portion is locared in the

Rainy River region. The climates of both these regions can be classified as modified
continental which is characterized by short, warm summets and long, cold winters."

(McGregor, 1981:4)
The Bundoran site lies within the southerly Rainy River climate region. It has a mean
arurual rainfall of 660.4 mm. The mean daily maxumum temperature is reached in July, at

25.5 degrees Celcius, while ths rnsan rleily minimum temperatufe is reached some time in
January, at -22.2 degrees Celcius. There is an average snowfall of 1524mm, and an
average

of i04 frost free days throughout the year.

Geologically, the Keno¡a a¡ea lies within the Superior Structu¡al Èovince of the
Precambrian Shield. The rocks in the area were formed during the Archean era,2.5-2.9

billion years ago. Approximately 607o of the Keno¡a

a¡ea is underlain by a

light coloured

granite, with scattered "greenstone belts", lying east to west. These greenstone belts are
mixtu¡es of volcanic and sedimentary ¡ocks found berween the granite slabs. The granite

itself is not deposited in

a

regular pattern. After the "Kenoran orogeny,', a geologic

mountain building episode, the graxite was left faulted and folded, many of the rocks tilted
to almost vertical positions. Also during this orogeny, the rocks were subjected to high
terperatures and metamorphised. The result was that the rocks in the area were

recrystalized, and therefore ha¡der than rocks in other areas. The Kenora disrict has three
structural belts of rock, two a¡e mixtu¡e of volcanic and sedimentary ( the Wabigoon and

Uchi belts), and one consists of graniæ rock and metasedimens ( the English River belt).
McGregor noted that"The superficial geology of the Kenora District is largely the result
of relatively recent periods of continental glaciation"(McGregor, 1981:7). This is related to
the final glaciation in the a¡ea, the Wisconsin glaciation, approdmately 9000 years ago.

Due to the glaciations in the a¡ea, water covered most of the disrict at one time or another.
The ¡esult of this is that beach and bottom deposits a¡e commonly found here. The beach
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deposits consist of sand and gravel, while the lake bonom deposits a¡e made up of silts and
clays, which are laminated with atternating coarse silt and fine clay ( called varved
deposits). The English River basin hæ the most extensive clay deposits in the area.

McGregor goes on to describe the ¡emaining soil deposits in this district. "ln addition to
the lacusrine deposits, fluvial deposits (those deposited by running water)

ue also

common. These deposits are typified by formations consisting of sorted sediments washed
out by glacial rivers and sprcad onto flat plains or vatleys"(ibid:7). Another result of glacial
action is the scraping and scratching of the land surface in the area, and the redepositing of
materials to different regions from where they came frorn

Topographically, most of this region, including the Bundoran site, is described as
"moderately broken uplands". Towa¡ds the south, at Sioux Narrows, lies what are called

"weakly broken plains". The soil in the area consists of fou¡ textures; sand, loam, silt, and
clay. Most ofthe area decribed is sandy soil, and there a¡e loam and clay deposits to the
south and west of the site.

soil depth for the region is also divided into four categories.

These are; bare and shallow, generally shallow, mixed deep and shallow, and generally
deep. Over all, soils south of Kenora are generally shallow, and soils north of Kenora are
ba¡e and shallow.

The Kenora area lies entirely within the

I¡ke Winnipeg primary

watershed division.

This in tum is divided into two secondary watersheds. To the northeâst lies the English
River watershed, and in the southwest is the winnipeg River watershed. The predominanr

flow of drainage in the area is northwest, in the Winnipeg River watershed The English
River system flows west and emprys, ultimaæly, into the Winnipeg River system. The
predominant body of water in the area is, of course, Lake of the Woods. Its size (277,109
hectares or 609,640 acres) makes it the largest lake in the a¡e¿, and a major waterway.

cunently, it is the site for major cottage deveþment and other recreational facilities. "The
lake provides an excellent resource base for several activities, including sport fishing,
commercial fishing, cottaging, and several \ryater based rec¡eational pursuits.,'( McGregor,

I
1981:13) Water quality is also generally high in the a¡ea. The lake is also the site

of

hydroelecric dams, notably at Caribou Falls and ÌVhitedog Falls, and water control dams,
at Nestor Falls, Dogpaw Lake, Ena Lake, Ctow Lake,

Blindfoot Lake and Longbow Lake.

This abundance of modern activity in the a¡ea has narurally tlreatened archaeological
preservation of sites situated in industrial or recreational a¡eas, and the damming of rivers
has caused flooding

The Kenora

of some sites and suspected sites.

Disrict "lies partially within the Boreal

Forest region and the transition

zone between the Boreal and Grear Lakes-SL l¿wrence Fo¡est region.,'( ibid:15) To the

north and northeast of Kenora is the Boreal Forest zone. This consists ofconiferous
species that include jack pine, black spruce, and balsam fir. The deciduous species of trees

in the area include tembling aspen and white birch. The other planrs in the area include
sphagnum and other mosses, and shrube like bog laurel, blueberry and leathe¡ leaf are also

found.
south of Kenora lies the transition zone. It is within this zone that Bundoran is located.
The transitional forests include the Eee species described above for the boreal forest, as

well

as isolated stands

of red pine and white pine. Also found there a¡e ha¡dwoods like

balsam poplar, large tooth aspen and Manitoba maple, with occasionally red maple,
basswood, burr oak, and white elm. The shrubs in the a¡ea also include sumac and asters.

Poison ivy reaches its northem most limits for this a¡ea.

wild rice may have also existed in

this area in prehistoric times. Now there a¡e modern production centres in the bays and
na¡rows a¡ound Lake of the Woods, proving the ability of the area to suppon such a crop.

Animal resources in the area a¡e diverse. Beaver, mink, ma¡ten, fisher, otter, lynx and
muskat are all found in the region,

as

well

as large mammals such as moose, deer, and

black bear. Ruffed grouse are presen¡ as well as ducks such as malla¡ds, scaup and teal.
Other, less prominant species include bald eagle, g¡eat blue herons, and seasonably
migrating pelicans. læss frequent mammals in the a¡ea a¡e wolves, and some caribou in the
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extreme noÍh of the region. Fish resources are plentiful, and include pickeral, sucker,

nonhem piïe, bullhead, rock bass, sauger, perch, lake trout, and sturgeon.

Methods of AnalJ¡sis

Excavation of the Bundoran site took place in the summen of 1977 and,l97g, under the
di¡ection of Grace Rajnovich, ontario Ministry of citizenship and culture, Heritage
Branch. over the cou¡se of the two summen, 45 units were excavaæd in th¡ee different
a¡eas.
area

units we¡e excavated in a¡bitrary, th¡ee centimeEe levels in 1977, for units one-19 (

A and B), and units

44,49,50,55'

20 -27

(

arca

c).In

1928, excavation of units 30-33, 35-3g, 40-

60 and 61 was undertaken in naturar levels.

sratum A ( a dark brown fine

loam) comprises approximately levels one to three of the previous years system. stratum

B' comprised of light brown clay and a da¡k brrown clay/oam mixture, encompases what
was level four. sratum

c, containing

lower. This final stratum

rn

\Ã,as

five and

¡ecorded as levels Cl, C2, eÍc.

1977 the a¡ea was surveyed

'

the Laurel "structure", approximates level

by transit, and areas of excavation we¡e established,

based upon surface collection made

in

1976. The topography of the site includes a large

rock outcrop and some large trees, as well as a

rocþ

beach comprising the westem edge

of the site. Because of this uneven terrain, five transit stations were used in the lafng out
of the grid, and the mapping of the site. søtion A is located at the southem end of the site,
and serves as the northeast corner of the grid on a¡ea

A. Station B is located directly north,

on the fa¡ side ofthe intervening rock outcrop. station c is located on the same line,
9.5
metres north of station A. Station D was a pin placed on the beach, in order to
accurately
measure the curve of the beach itself. station E is located one meEe to the eæt and
north

of

station B. It serves as the northwest comer ofunit I l, and acts as one of the datum points

for area B. The finat ma¡ker, station F, is due east of station E, and serves as the common
comer post for the southeast corner of unit lz, and the northeast come¡ of unit 1g, contour
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measurements for each block of excavation units were taken from their respective station

points.
Excavation was conducted by rowel and earth was sifted through one-quarter inch
scrE€n in an attempt to ¡ecover small ¡emains that might have be€n missed by

toweling. All

recoveries were ploned on level sheet scatter-gmms, and black and white photographs were
taken of the floors. It was an intention of this excavation to ¡eveal enti¡e floo¡s in adjacent

units to get the clearest idea of spatial patæming of artifacts, if any were to be found. Any
featu¡es found were also photographed and recorded as per Ontario Heritage Branch
proceedures.

All walls and floo¡s of excavation units were also drawn.

Soil and ca¡bon samples were taken several times during the excavation, and one sample
from area C, unit 50, level three ( 9- 12 cm.) was subjected to radioca¡bon dating ar the
Dica¡b Radioisotope Company, Ohio. Taken from the base of a post mould in what the
excavators considered to be the remains of a Laurel dwelling, the sample was filled with

many tiny, recent rootlets, which the laboratory was unable to completely eliminate from
the sample. The resulting date of zl40 B.P. plus or minus 60 years ( A.D. 1510) may
therefore be viewed as false, due to ttre contamination of the rootlets. The estimated sample
age,

A.D. 800-1100, is closer to what may be the actual date of the structure.

Faunal remains for the entire site were ¡elatively small, and flotation for the recovery
seed remains was not carried out.

of

A total of469 faunal remains were recovered from the

site, consisting for the most part of small, fragmentary pieces of bone and shell.

Identifiable only as fish, avian or mammal bone, most of these remains were of iittle use in
faunal ¡econstruction. A few items were, however, identifiable. clam shell and turtle shell
was identified, as well as a muskrat femur lOneatra zibethicus), beave¡ vertibrae (Castor
canadensis) and a Black bear molar
pods, either Prunus pennsylvanius

(!!¡g¡

america¡us) (Peterson, 1966). Some small seed

L. (pin cherry) or Prunus vi¡giniana

L.

(choke cherry)

were recovered from unit 66, level CfV. These were, however, near a rodent burrow, and
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one faunal artifact. a unilaterally barbed harpoon (plate 3), was recovered from unit g,
level Itr. It is eithe¡ bone or, more likely, antler. Many of the bone fragments we¡e either
bumed or calcined, and showed evidence of butchering.

't3

CHAPTER tr
FEATURES AND ARTIFACT PATTERNING
Introduction

The occupation of northwestem Ontario by Laurel, Blackduck and Selkirk peoples has

recently been described in terms of two new temporal and cultural periods,"...the period in
the north has been divided into Initial Woodland and Terminal Woodland, which equate

with the southem Early and Middle Woodland periods a¡ld the Late Woodland period,
respectively" @awson,1983:15). During this paper, certain quores may refer to the newer
terminology, but I will continue to use "Middle" and "Late" Woodland as the standa¡d
throughout this report.
The description of fe¿tures discovered and the disribution of artifact styles relating ro their

cultural origins will be discussed by excavation area. In the case of A¡ea C, which was
excavated over the period of

wo

surnmers with slightly different excavation level

terminology between the oro years, an effort will be made to present the information for
that area using a consistent terminology.
Th¡ee excavation areas were utilized by the field crew.(Fig.4) Area A, the mosr

southerly block of units, consisted of six

lxl

metre pits, five of which were excavated.

Area B, the most northerly of the areas, consisted of units 7- 19, and was divided into two
blocks ofunits,7-11 and 12-19. A large rock outøop lies south of these units, and serves
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to divide Area B from A¡ea C. Area C, the largest of the excavation areas, was srweyed to

include a square block of units numbered from 2G.61. Due to time limitations, only certain
units were excavated ( see later this chapter, Area C). South of Area C, a Iarge tree stands
to divide Area C from A¡ea A.

The artifact styles that will be discussed a¡e l¿u¡el, Blackduck and Selki¡k. Relating
anifacts found in a certain unit and/or at a certain depth will help to illustrate the overall

cultural deposition on the site, and serve to show the scope of occupation levels and areas
fo¡ each cultural group. The Laurel ¡emains can generally be described as follows.
Ceramics are usually thick walled, originally conical in shape, and posessing plain bodies
and decorated necks and rims. Decorative style changed through the history of Laurel, thus

providing the archaeologist with a good method of ¡elative dating. Such styles included
punctates, linear stamps, dentate stamps, and pseudo-scallop shell deco¡ations, Decorative

motifs will be better illustrated in the chapter on ceramics. l¿urel lithics were generally
made up of corner notched projectile poins, unifacial end scrapers and small knives. The

variations will be discussed further in the chapter on lithics. Blackduck ce¡amics consisted

of mainly large, globular vessels, with fabric paddled bodies, and decorated rims and
necks. Decorations included va¡ieties of ho¡izontal and vertical cord-wrapped stick

impressions ( CWS) and punctates. Blackduck lithics included small, side-notched

projectile points and side søapers. selkirk ceramics were also globular, but almost entirely
fabric impressed. Decoration was less than that of Blackduck, but included punctates and
CWS markings on the lip. Selki¡k lithics rcsembled Blackduck lithics.
Area A, fUnits One to Six)

The statigraphy was revealed as follows: level I (0-3 cm.) was mainly leaf mat and
roots in a fairly even deposition. Level II (3-6cm.) held a dark brown loam , with some
roots. The bottom of this level slanted down in the westem half. lævels trI to tV(6- 12
cm.) was mainly a da¡k b'rown silty loam, and presented an undulating surface on the top
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and bottom. lævels V and deeper (12 cm. and lower) consisæd of a grey, crumbled clay.
The depths given are not exact for all six units, but levels desc¡ibed illustrate the overall

stratigraphic sequence.

Historical artifacts were recovered from the uppennost levels of areas A and c. Because
their presence does not represent an historically important occupation, the a¡ticats will not
be analyzed and discussed formally. However, their presence does account for a degree

of

stratigraphic disturbance in those a¡eas. Because of this, a breif description of the historical
component, above what will be described in the a¡ea summaries, will be given. Historical
recoveries included a wide range of artifacts, indicating that this site had more than one use

during historical times. Blue seed beads were ¡ecovered from units 1,3,4 and 6, and other
items that included a small animal mp, a squa¡e spike, coarse earthenware, square nails,

yellow glass, shotgun shell casings, various metal fragments, wire fragments, buckles,
melted glass, phonograph record fragments, bunons, blue and white earthenware, pipe
stems, safery pins, and mirror fragments were found in Area A. The recoveries from Area
C included all of the above, as well as va¡ious coloured, melted glass, some morta¡ and
some porcelain. The date range for the historic materials ends some time in the 1940's, and

probably began late in the last century, when square nails were commonly used. The
source of this deposition

will

be discussed

in the review of A¡ea C.

There were no features associated with this excavation area. Artifact patterning indicated
that there is some srratigraphic disturbance in these units. The upper levels of all units,
except unit two, which was not excavated, showed histo¡ic mat€rials.

unit

3, (lèvel one)

produced a leg hold tap (not recent). In level nvo, however, some of the a¡tifact mixing
becomes apparent lævel one held faunal material and a cord wrapped stick (cws) oblique

neck sherd, while the same level in unit tlr¡e¿ held square nails, earthenware, a blue seed
bead, what was apparently the

lid of a paint can, and a ¡ecent bone concentration (muslcat).

Unit four ¡evealed a mixture of phonograph record fragments, squa¡e nails, and a quafz
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core and flake, as well as many round nails. Unit five produced a fabric impressed neck
sherd, while the adjacent unit six p¡oduced sheet metal and a bullet,

lævel three revealed an abundance of historic glass, blue and white earthenware, square
nails, buckles, pins and buttons in units three to six. Unit one held prehistoric ceramic
sherds, anributable to the Selkirk people. lævel four showed continued mixing

of

prehistoric and hiso¡ic material in units th¡ee to six. Unit three especially, produced glass
fragments in association with possible Selkirk and Blackduck ceramic sherds. Unit one still
produced only prehisto¡ic materials, including a fabric impressed neck sherd, and an
assortment of qua¡ø,

I¡ke of the Woods felsite, l¿ke of the Woods

chert, Lake of the

Woods rhyoloite, and Knife Rive¡ flint, also called
chalcedony.
The pattem of mixed prehistoric and historic mate¡ials continues in units th¡ee to six in

level five, with recoveries all but disappearing in level six. The exception was unit six

which, unlike the other units, was excavated past level six to level nine. Recoveries in these
last th¡ee levels only included some bumt bone, some fabric impressed body sherds, some
quartz flakes, and one red ochre fragment in level nine. Unit one remained purely
prehistoric, and excavation was stopped after level six proved almost sterile (only one Lake

of the Woods felsite flake recovered).

Unis tlnee to six, starting
asly'sand

at level th¡ee, showed the presence of yellow mottled

in association with cha¡coal, melted and unmelted glass, some unburnt bone, and

grass roots. This, combined

with the mixtu¡e of prehistoric and historic artifacts in these

units, seems to indicate that the distubance in the a¡ea is a result of the land being, at one

time, used as an historic refuse dump. The presence of grass roots well below the su¡face
level (as deep as level five, 12-15 cm. in unit five) in conjunction with ash deposits, bumt
and unbumt glass and bone, indicates that this area was probably used as a ¡efuse pit, and

not as a refuse buming area- The grass roots at the lower levels are probably the result

of

the soil being overtumed when the pit was dug. This would also account for the presence
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of prehistoric pottery along side histo¡ic materials. These might have been uncovered and
shoveled back into the pit when it was dug initially.
The sequence found in unit one more accu¡ately indicates what the

na

re of undisrurbed

deposits would be. Levels one to six showed a sparse scattering of Selkirk pottery and an
assorment of lithic flakes. This indicates that this arca of the site was rarely used in
conjunction with the more intensively used a¡eæ B and C.
Area B, fUnits Seven to Eleven)

Although both blocks of units we¡e included in area B, for the purposes ofdiscussion
both blocks will be teated seperately. The statigraphy for units 7 to l

Level I (0-3 cm.) consisted of leaf mat and ¡oots in

l

an even depth, and

was a dark humus slanting downwa¡ds towa¡ds the west. lævels trI to

are as follows.

level tr (3-6 cm.)

VI

(6-18 cm.)

though sometimes disnrbed by the presence of rocks or roots, is continuously a dark

brown silty loam, mixed with a light sandy loam, or sometimes just sand, and continues to
slant westwa¡d. In level VI, some units start to show the intrusion of a light brown clay,
and by level

VII (18-20 cm.), all

excavated to

level VII.

stratas are

light brown clay. Only units

9

and 1l were

Level one in this block produced no artifacts, and level two produced few artifacts in
units seven to ten. Small quartz and Lake of the Woods chert flakes were found, as well as
some small ceramic neck sherds, one being Selkirk, and the other being a possible

Blackduck.

unit

11 produced a much denser concentration

of artifacts. A concentration of

fabric impressed pottery fragments was found near the centre of the unit, in association
with fr¡e-cracked rock, which was spaced in a very loose semi-ci¡cle in the northeast come¡

ofthe unir Also found were

a concentration

of quartz flakes within this semi-ci¡cle.

Outside of this rock formation was found another concentration of fabric impressed ware,
as

well

as some

randomly scatte¡ed rock and firc-cracked rocks. The cultu¡al association of

this level is Selki¡k. lævel Itr held large groupings of arrifacts in units 8 and 1 1, with much
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smaller numbers in the other units.
mate¡ial within

unit

7 held a high frequency of worked and diagnostic

is relatively small number of a¡tifacts, including

impressed ceramics. The adjacent

unit

bifaces and fab,¡ic

8 held a great number of mainly

selkirk ceramics,

including 73 body sherds, two side-norched projectile points, and a unilaterally barbed
harpoon, as well as non diagnostic lithic flakes. Unit 9, however, held nothing except five

lithic fragmens (one biface), and one rim sherd þossibly Blackduck) in association with
what was desc¡ibed as "possible fire-cracked ¡ock" in the nonhem edge of the unit.

unit i0

shared this paucity of artifacts, but had three large fire-c¡acked rocks in its southeast

comer. Unit 1l continued to produce concentration of fabric impressed wa¡e in the
northeast, northwest and southwest quadrants of the unit. some fire-cracked rock was

uncove¡ed in the nofhwest quadrant. lævel 4 produced a mixture of selkirk ceramics, a

variety of side and end scrapers, and bifaces. unit 7 produced a plain rim and neck, and a
possibly Blackduck rim sherd. Unit

1

1

produced an alignment of fire-cracked ¡ocks

extending from the southwest come¡ of the west wall to two-thirds up the east wall. This

line approximates the oudine of a strata of yellow clay which appean in this level. Nearly
all the artifacts recovered were taken from among the fire-cracked rock, outside the yellow
clay. These artifacts included Selki¡k ceramics, bone and quartz flakes. A bumt bone
sample wæ taken f¡om this level.

In level

v,

artifacts become fewer in number, and ceramics show a mixture of selkirk

sherds from the top of the level, and Blackduck sherds appearing at the bottom

ofthe level.

soil in all units rapidly becomes clay. unit I I produced a concentration of fabric impressed
sherds along ttre centre of the south wall, in association wittr three fi¡e-cracked rocks.

A

quartz core was also discovered in the northwest corner, near a fue-cracked rock. lævel six

in general shows

a paucity

of artifacts, with unit 8 becoming sterile. unit I I produced an

alignment of fte-cracked rocks extending from the southwest comer of the south wall to
the cenre of the east wall. Afüfacts recovered, including fab'ric impressed sherds, quanz
and rhyolite flakes were recovered in association

with these rocls. lævel seven produced
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few artifacts. A juvenile vessel, or "toy vessel", was recovered in association with a root
stain in level seven.

Unit l1 was only excavated in the southem half. Fi¡e-cracked rocks

and two fab'ric impressed sherds were found. lævel eight was excavated in unit l

l,

southem half. One, probably intrusive fue-cracked rock was discovered.

From the a¡tifacts recovered it becomes apparcnt that this is a mainly Selkirk deposit.

Unit seven occasionally produced sherds that werc intrusive into the Selkirk straø. From
the field notes taken it is apparent that root activity was a major factor in artifact deposition

for this block ofunits, and the presence of non-Selkirk anifacts should be viewed
¡esult ofsuch distu¡bance, and not an in situ deposit The deposits in levels
generally without major concentrations.

VIII

as the

to

X we¡e

unit 1 I pncduced alignrnents of fue-cracked rocks

with associated artifacts, mainly Selkirk pottery. Interpretation of this feature is risky,

as

units that would have been adjacent to the stone alignments were not excavated, and the
length and shape of the formation is not entirely known. It seems, however, that some sort

of food preparation o¡ refuse disposal area was located here. It is premature to expand upon
this interpretation until a discussion of the second part of area B, units 12- 19, is made.
A¡ea B:Units 12-19

The statigraphy of this area is as follows; level I (0-3 cm.) leaf and root mat in an even
deposition, levels tr and Itr (3-9 cm.), black loam with mottled black and grey clay or sand

with

a

slightly undulating

flmr. Level [V (9-12 c:n) black

a¡rd b,rown loam slanting to the

west, while levels V and VI(12-18 cm.) are grey-brown sandy loam and grey clay, and

levels VII to D( (18-27 cm.) are yellow to grey clay with decreasing amounts of greybrown loam.
This section of a¡e¿ B produced the fllst complete feature uncovered during the
excavation. As with previous areas, the first two levels produced selkirk artifacts (fabric
imFressed sherds).

Unit

13,

in the cenre of the block of units, revealed

a cluster

of fi¡e-

cracked rocks, with some associated bumt bone fragments. The adjacent unit 17 also had
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burnt rock and bone, but to a lesser extent. An intrusive Lau¡el dentate sherd appeared in

unit 16, but this may be the result of disturbance caused by the presence of

a large tree

trunk and root system in the nonhwest comer of the unit. Level III produced large
concentrations of atrifacts, primarily Selkirk, in a[ units, These included fabrric impressed
sherds, quartz cores and flakes, yellow and red och¡e, turtle shell and bone, and

lithic

artifacts made of chalcedony, lake of the woods chert, and hammerstones made of granite
cobbles.

Unit

16 produced a Laurel

rim fragment, and the adjacent unit 12 produced a

plains side-notched projectile point. Both of these units have large ree root systems

intruding through these levels. These may account for dre mixing ofthe cultural debris.

Unit

19 also shows some mixing

Units 13, 14 and

of Blackduck and l¿u¡el

18 produced a scattering

artifacts in the Selki¡k stata.

of füe-cracked rocks.

lævel IV held large amounts of artifacts, almost uniformly mixed Selkirk/Blackduck

with some intrusive Laurel ceramic sherds. Other recoveries include red and yellow ochre,
a

variety of side and end scrapers, utilized flakes, burnt bone, and thee side-notched

projectile poins. The bulk of these deposits, however, rests within an area that is roughly
oval shaped, covering the northern edge of unit 19, the northwest half of unit 18, the bulk

ofunit

13 and 17, the southeast corner of

unit 12, and the southwest corner ofunit 16. The

soil within this a¡ea is primarily black loam, with a high organic content. A¡ound the south
edge and the northeast edge of this area is a loose scattering of fi¡e-cracked rocks. Outside

this area, the soil consists of either clay, b¡own loam, or sandy brown loam. Some anifacts
and fire-cracked rocks do appear outside of this are€" but not in the high concenkations thar

appear v/ithin the oval shaped stain. lævel V continues the patærning found in level IV.

Artifacts a¡e a mixed Selki¡lcÆlackduck, and are concentrated within the apparent featue.
Outside the feature, unit 15 becomes almost sterile, while unit 14 shows a scattering of fuecracked rocks on the edge of, and within, a clay srata that nearly coven the unit except
the east edge, and the adjoining unit 13.

Unit

for

13 itself revealed a possible post mould,

roughly circular and two cm. deep. It is associated with concentrations of fab¡ic impressed
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cefttmics, bumt bone and some quartz scrap€rs. Clay appears on the east side of unit 17,
and almost completely covers unit 16, except for the southwest corner, the edge of the

feature. Unit 19 showed an abundance of fire-cracked ¡ock.

Level six revealed a much smaller number of artifacts than from the previous two levels.

Unit

15 was sterile and was abandoned at this

poinf Unit

16 produced only a few fabric

impressed sherds, near the Eee roots, and three fi¡e-cracked ¡ocks, but was otherwise
st€rile. Artifacts that did appeå¡ were still a mixtu¡e of Selki¡k/Blackduck, with one Laurel
dentate sherd. Lithics included scrapers, a spokeshave, and a hammerstone. The feature
becomes less distinct at this level, but artifacts were still recovered mainly from within its

boundries. Soil within the feature becomes mixed clay, sand and blacly'brown loam. Firecracked rock still appears around the edge of the feature in units 14,17 ,18, and 19. Two
post moulds, roughly circular, were found in unit 12, outside the feature.

In level VII, unit 12 ¡evealed three more post moulds, again outside the northem edge of
the featu¡e.

Artifacs have almost disappeared from all units, with only

a concentration

of

bumt bone and quanz appearing near the fi¡e-cracked rock along the south r,vall of unir 17.
Fire-cracked rocls also appears in units 12, 13 and 14, and appears scattered across units
18 and 19. Clay becomes more predominant

in all units at this level. Only the southwest

comer of unit 16, a¡d the east edge of unit 14 were excavated for ttris level.

lævel VItr produced only scattered lithics, and two examples of Blackduck pottery.
Fi¡e-cracked rock appears mainly in unit 13, with some showing up in units 17, 18 and 19.

A possible post mould was uncovered in the northwest corner of unit 19. Unit 16 was
abandoned at ttìis point, and only portions

ofunis

14, 18 and 19 were excavated. In level

nine, only small amounts of burnt bone and lithics were discovered. Over the past tr,vo
levels, the feature has been disappearing, and is completely gone by level nine. Unit 10
produced a few rhyolite flakes and a burnt bone in a clay matrix. Only unis 13, and parts

of units 18 and 19 were excavated. lævel )q was panially excavated in unit 18 and
produced one bone fragment.
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The oval shaped feature in this part of area B is most likely a refuse pit.(Iable 1) The
black, highly organic loam within the feature, along with the fue-cracked rock, suggests
that some buming was done here as well. The cultural deposits \rere, for the most part,

Selkirk, with a few scaue¡ed Blackduck and l¿u¡el sherds. This follows closely with the
recoveries from the previous part of a¡ea B. The abundance of Selki¡k materials in relation
to the other cultural groups suggests that this ar€a was used primarily as a cookingÂefuse

pit by Selkirk peoples, and the presence of Blackduck and Lau¡el ceramics is the result of
the Selkirk initial excavation of the pit, uncovering the ¡emains of the previous,
unassociated occupations. Root disturbance in

unis

12 and 16 may also account for

ùe

intrusive ponery. The presence ofpost moulds on either side of the featute, and \ryithin the
feature, appears to indicate primary use of the feature may have been for cooking, with use
as a refuse

pit coming later. The fact that the post moulds were found at such

a

geat depth

indicates how early some sort of structure was placed over the feature. The fact that so few
moulds werc uncovered may indicate that the structure was some sort of cooking, smoking
or drying rack. The similarity of this fearure to the partial feature in the other pan of area B
(mentioned previously) suggests the two are r€lated, possibly being used during the same
occupation. The area north of area B may have revealed the extent of this Selki¡k
occupation, but it was not excavated.

Area C

Area C, consisting ofunits 20-27,30-33,35-38,40-44,49, 50, 55, 60 and 61 was
excavated over the cou¡se of two suûÌmers, 1977 and 1978. As previously mentioned, two

different systems of labelling levels were used in an anempt to keep cultural sraø whole.
For the purpose of continuity, all levels will be refered to in terms of depth below surface.
The statigraphy fo¡ this a¡ea (Fig.S) is as follo\¡ys: hrrmus and leaf mat (0-3 cm.), monled
da¡k b¡own loam with light browm fine clay (3-12 cm.), dark brown fine loam (12-18
cm.), mottled dark brown to light b,rown loam (18-21 cm.), mottled medium brown sandy
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loan Q7-24 cm.), and light brown

sand and clay (24-27 cm,). The above depths

approximate soil deposition for the enti¡e area" Actual depths for each layer varied across
the area.

A¡ea C was the most productive a¡ea in terms of features and artifact patterning.
Distu¡bance was present from the outset in this atea as a 1940's vintage ash dump was
present in unit 20 to a depth

of

12 cm. Ashy soil also appears in units 36 and 41. Su¡face

mate¡ial is mainly historic, with a concentration of 60 seed beads recovered from unit 60.
Other historic artifacts include shotgun shell casings, various metal fragments, round and
square nails, buttons, combs, stoneware and glass. These items may have been deposited
at the same time as the refuse pit in Area

A

was deposited According to reports

ftom local

inhabiønts, there may have been a structure built on or nea¡ the site, which by local report
was tom down in the 1940's. If this is so, it would explain the presence of building
materials such as nails and glass, and would account for the presence of the dump sites.
Recoveries from the next three centimetres (3-6 cm.) seem to suppoÍ this contention.
There is a continuance of the wide range of historic artifacts, now including mortar, cloth
and wi¡e. Some prehistoric material appears in units 31 and 61 (fab,ric and CWS impressed

sherds), and the rim of

a

juvenile vessel was taken from unit 24. A quantity of small animal

bone and charcoal was taken from units 30, 39 and 41, illusrating the continued usefulness

of the area for hunting and rapping.

At depths of six to twelve centimetres, artifact recoveries consist of mixed Blackduck
and Lau¡el ceramics, a wide range of scrapers and utilized flakes, a spokeshave, an awl and

small cores. The bulk of the recoveries were taken f¡om the seven unit block ofunits 30-33
and 35-37. Historic a¡tifacs continued to appea¡ at the six to nine cm. depth, but to a

decreæing degree from previous levels. Another assortment of seed beads was recove¡ed

from unit 38 within the above depth range. Small g'st¡ping5 of rock, and,/or fue-c¡acked
rock and cha¡coal stains appear scattered across the area. No definite featu¡es we¡e revealed
at this point, although, despite mixing of the artifacts,

it

seem

likely that there tvas at leasr a
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short term Blackduck occupation at this site. Unit 41 displays a circular ash stain, partally

ringed with rock, and large rocks a¡e scattered th¡ough units 43 and 49. The 12 cm. depth
marks the bottom of the historic ash dump found in unit 20, and may, therefore, mark the
extent of site distubance by historic dumping of refuse, house building, and other
activities.
The separation of materials from the top twelve centimetres from those below twelve
centimetres is both conceptual and physical. Near the twelve centimere depth aqoss the
siæ is a layer of coarse tan sand, almost særile in the south part of area C, below units 24-

27. The division of the top twelve centimetres, refered to as stratum A, and in some places
stratum B, or as levels one to four, is a diffrcult distinction to make. According to the
archaeologists field notes, horizons were laid down in an "undulating fæhion across the

site, sometimes at nine cm., sometimes at twelve cm.". Therefore, distinguishing cultural
horizons above twelve centimetres is hazardous, and with the th¡eat of disturbance from the
historic activities listed above, any interpretation of the a¡chaeological data to this point
should be made with caution.

At approximately the 12-24 cm depth below surface, just beneath the

sand deposit, the

largest feature of the site was revealed. A dense concentration of rocks was found through

units 40-43, 49, and to a lesser extent 60 and ó1 (Fig.6), (Plate 4,5). The curvilinea¡ rock
airangement had, within its bound¡ies, at least three and possibly four arrangements of
rock and fire-cracked rock in conjunction with concenEations of Laurel pottery, an
assortrnent of scrapers, hammerstones, cores, projectile points and ochre. Post moulds

were discovered in units 21, 35, 40, 42, 43,44,49,50 and 61.

All

these post moulds

appear in conjunction with a suspected hea¡th, or in the unit that hold part of the arching

alignment of stones. The alignment of stones contains rocks that a¡e piled up, sometimes
three deep. Artifact concentrations a¡e greater towards the hearths, and inside the stone

aligrment rather than outside. Soil within the arc is hard packed, while the soil outside is
quite loose. A fearure in unit 30, undoubtedly a hearth, was 40 cm. across and eight cm,
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deep, and contained much bumt bone, decomposed rock and plain and dentate Laurel

pottery in a black organic loam. The other hearths, locaæd across units 21, 32,36 and37,
all contain fire-cracked rock, Lau¡el pottery and lithics. It is with some certainty thar this
feature will be refered

to

as a

l¿u¡el house floor.@ig.7)

Wittrin these levels, roots and decomposed roots are present, the largest being in units
31, 35 and 36, the cente of the proposed habitation area. As mentioned previously, the

infiltration of rooß in
the date, making

it

a wood sample taken

for a radioca¡bon date more than likely skewed

seem more recent than should be expected" Despite this root

disturbance, artifact patterning is present in several a¡eæ. Unit 35, between two hearths
and the wall of the structtrre, held 89 body sherds, eight rim sherds, and various lithics at
12-15 cm. (approximately), while rhe adjacent unit 4O held only rock at that level. Artifacts
were found within and immediately adjacent to the interior cu¡ve of the wall at all levels,

but at a lower concentration than those found towards the cenEe of ttre sructure. By
contrast there were almost no artifacts found outside the curve of the wall. The

ramifications of this artifact patteming to Laurel domestic patteming will be discussed later.
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CHAPÏERM
TTIE

LITHIC COLLECTION

The analysis of an archaeological sites'lithic collection begins with ttre classification of
the stone tool forms, which in tum are used to determine the function of the tools. Once
the function of the tool is established, the activities ca:ried out by its maker may be

inferred. Finally, it is from this reconstrucrion of the behavior of the tool makers that
theories on the structue of the social organization of the culture may be partially based.

As Hayden stated, ¡efering to the modem goals of lithic analysis, in general, "At present,
the emphasis is on behavior as a response to environmental and cultural

stimuli... "(Hayd en,797

9

:2)

The analysis of stone tools typically has included the study of fractures, edge angles,
sources

of edge damage, and the "...mechanical, physical and chemical properties of the

lithic materials being used."(ibid:8) Ultimately, however, the study of a panicular lithic
collection must focus on the manufacrure techniques of the culture represented by the tools,
because "Any particular culture may b€ expected to manufacture its chipped stone objects

using only a very limited set of the possible combinations of techniques and
options"(C-ollins,1975:17). The lithic collection at the Bundoran site includes non-urilized

lithic waste and utilized artifacts from threo Middle and l¿te Woodland cultures, Laurel,
Blackduck and Selki¡k. The analysis of this collection is inænded to show, not only the
raw data as to ttre size, location, number and technique of manufacnue of the tools, but also
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show how the form of the tools shows evidence of each cultu¡es' subsistence strategy, and
their adjustments to the environment they lived in.

Description of the Collection

The excavation of the Bundoran siæ produced 3,332 stone items. The lithic collection
was divided into two classifications, non-utilized li1þiss and

¡rilized a¡tifacts. Non-utilized

lithics were those that showed no use whatsoever, or those that showed no secondary
¡eduction or retouching, in other words, waste lithics. These represented 25Ð pieces of the
collection. The remaining 742 artifacts were funher divided into utilized flakes, those tools
showing flaking or scarring withour having been touched, and tools that have been
deliberately retouched. A total of 238 flakes were identiñed as having been utilized without
further ¡eduction, leaving 504 items thar were worked into identifiable tools. These tools
themselves were analyzeÅ and classified. The scrapers were analyzed and clæsified

according to Hamiltons' (1981) typology, developed for his work at Wenasaga Rapids. In
this typology, end scrapers were subject to 12 measu¡ements of metric attributes, defining

l0 identifiable

types. The side scrapers were analyzed through 10

meric ateibutes,

defining 7 different types. The only addition to rhis system is the inclusion of a new scraper
class, refered to as "side and end" scrapers. These are scrapers that have been worked on at
least three identifiable sides, either unifacially, bifacially, or a combination of the two.

Wo¡ked stone tools recovered from Bundoran included 361 scrape$, 51 co¡es or core
fragments, 16 knives, 23 awls/drills, 27 projectile points and,/or point blanks, nine
choppers, five blades, eight hammerstones, one spall, one spoke shave, one pipe plug and
one possible ground stone object (see Tables 2,3).

Raw materials. These show a great preference for local rocks. In both utilized and non-

utilized lithic collections, local quartz is the most frequently used material, followed by
local rhyolites and Lake of the woods chert. These materials a¡e all available in the form of
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beach cobbles or outsops in the

l¿ke of

the \Yoods a¡ea. To a lesser extent, Hudsons Bay

l-owland chert, found on the Lac Seul Mo¡aine, and possibly along the English River
@ajnovich, 1985:15), and green recrystalized che¡t (sometimes refered to as West patricia
chert) was used. Green recrystalized chert is found sporadically from north Ca¡ibou Lake
to the Albany River (Rajnovich, ibid.).

Exotic or nonlocal mate¡ials recovered from Bundoran include Swan River chert,
found predominantly in Manitoba, and available a¡ound Lake Winnipeg and the Winnipeg

River, and Knife River flint, or chalcedony, found in North Dakota. Also represented in
small âmounts is jasper/taconite, granite, slate, and three samples of petrified wood. The
type of raw material used fo¡ both non-utilized lithics and utilized artifacts is shown in

Tables 4 and 5.
The diagnostic lithics, 143 items a¡e listed in Table 3. As with the other lithics, most
the diagnostics are made of quartz (56.77o of the sample)

with local rhyolites (l4.7Vo)

of

and,

Lake of the riloods chert (13.37o) next. The only departure from this trend comes with the

projectile points. Of the 27 points recovered from all levels, l

l

were Lake of the Woods

chert, and eight were local rhyolite, with only two being made of quartz.

Utilized Anifacts

P¡ojectile points. @late 6) These we¡e measured in terms of ge¿test length, widrh and
thickness, in millimeres, and identified as per material used and location ofnotching,

if

applicable. All points were bifacially retouched. As might be expected there is some

differentiation between cultural strata regarding projectile point types. In general, smaller
side notched or triangular points were found in association with Blackduck or Selkirk
strata, while longer, corner notched points were found with the Lau¡el sfata.

The corner notched points were on an average 40.41 mm. in length, 19.8 mm. wide and
6,23 mm. thick. The two longer points (see Table 6) have been idenrified as the rype

Andenon comer norched, while the other two are of a type commonly associated with

Table

6:

UIIIT:

LEVEL

8:3
8:3
l7:4
10:3
l2:3
l2:3
l2:4
2l:6
2I:6
37:CII
3B:CII
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4l:cIY

¿14:CIY

(aìl

Projecti

le

Points

I.IATERIAL LEflGTH HIDTH THTCK.

QUARTZ 21.45 12.75 3.75
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16.85 10.65 3.05
"
1.0.H.
CHERT 30.50 20.15 5.95
u
26.45 15.70 4.20
QUARTZ 22.55 14.35 5.3S
RHYoLITE 16.00 11.05 2.00
u
26.25 15.35 4.ZS
17..95 11.55 l.2S
"
t.O.ll.
CHERT 30.25 18.05 5.70
QUARTZ 59.00 21.95 7.00
RIIY0LITE 23.15 17.45 4.3s
G.R. CHERT 49.00 19.65 7.65
27.30 18.55 8.05
"
RHY0LITE ¿H.rs 25.55 9.35
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Laurel sites, Larter Tanged (MacNeish, 1958). The side notched points are, on the average,
smaller, with an average length of 19.32 mm., a width of 12.96 mm. and a thickness of
3.41 mm. These have been identified as the type Plains side notched. The small riangular

point, identified as Eastern riangular, was 26.45 mm. long, 15.70 mm. wide and 4.20
mm. thick. The implications of the distribution of these lithics between cultural strata

will

be discussed later.
Scrapers,(Plate 7) Scrapers a¡e tools used in "scraping, scouring and planing functions"

(Fladmark, 1978:148) and were by far the most numerous stone a¡tifacr recovered. A total

of 361 scrapers comprised of 14 identifiable va¡ieties were recovered from all levels of the
site (see Table 2). The most common type was the srraight side scraper, represented by 141

items, and comprising 39.087o of the scrapers. The next most frequent was the convex side
scraper (38 items at 10.557o of the total). The most frequently used material in scraper

production was quanz. A total of 230 of the scrapas, or 64Vo of the sample, were made

with local quartz, with local rhyolites coming second, with 8.57o of the sample. The
apparent preference for the simple side scraper, not much more than a retouched flake,
occurs throughout every level. The only other general tend apparent in the scmper

collection comes in the lower levels (C1,C2, etc.) of æea C, the l¿urel strata. Here the¡e is

a

greater number of unifacially retouched end scrapen relative to the amount of end

scrapers found in other levels of the site This fact

will

be discussed in more

detril in

a later

chapter.

Blades/t arge Bifaces.@late 8) A total of l5 items were identified as being possible
blades, a "parallel-sided tool struck from a co¡e and then fu¡ther knapped
sharper edge"(Joukowsþ, 1980:320).

All

o provide a

are bifacially rerouched, except for item 14

Qable 7) which is unifacially retouched on two sides. The average length ofthese tools is
41.22 mm, the width is 24.57 mn. and the thickness is 8.55 mm. Fragmenrs of blades,

knife preforms, etc., were not included in this sample. Vertical stratigaphic disrribution of

Table

7:

UNIT:

Blades/Large

LEVEL ¡IATERIAL

9:6
12:3

qUARTZ

12:5

G. R. CHERI
USUITEU

RHYOLITE

12:5

l3:4

qUARTZ

14:4

G.R.

l8:3
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2Lz5

1.0.

CHERT

tJ.

CHERT
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27 ¿7
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30:AI I I

1.0.1{.
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5:5
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1.0.1{.
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measurenrents
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LEI{GTH

38.95
36.55
40.25
57.65
32.95
30.45
20.65
36.75
24.65
40.15

}IIDTH

THICK.

DESCRIPTIOTI

34.45

14.35

9.65
10.85
21.55
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6.95
5.65
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t2.95

srlncE
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BI FACE
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4.85
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t7.25
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s.00
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¡_
¡
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tr.05
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8. 55
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these items shows three examples of Laurel knives,

with the bulk of the bifaces and knives

occuring in the BlackducldSelki¡k strata.

Awls/Graven/D¡ills. Awls a¡e small pointed hand tools used for piercing leather and
wood, as are drills, which are also used for soft stone. Gravers are pointed or chisel-like
tools used for incising or engraving. T\,venty-two piercing/incising instruments \flere
recovered from all strata across the site, with 16 of them being made of quarø (Iable 8).

Different from the large bifaces, the awls and gravers were distributed, for the most part,

fairly evenly between te Blackduck and Selkirk sratas, and the l¿u¡el stratas. Average
length for all tool was 23.67 rnrn.,average width was 18.47 mm. and average thickness
was 5.42 mm. Twelve items were bifacially retouched, with ten being unifaces. One of the

awls, item 20, r,vas heat treated.
Choppers/Chopping Tools. A chopper is a cobble that has been unifacially flaked to get
a

cutting edge. A chopping tool, on the other hand, is a bifacially flaked core tool. Five

choppers and four chopping rools were recovered from the site (Table 9). Four of the
choppers were made of quartz, with one made of Lake of the Woods chert. The choppers

were an average 61.78 mm. long, 54.14 mm. wide and22.57 mm. thick. Th¡ee of the
choppers came from the Laurel house sEâta. The chopping tools were an average 44.51

mm. long,40.87 mm. wide and 19.65 mm. thick. All of the chopping rools were
¡ecovered fiom the Blackduck/Selkirk srata
Cores. The production of cores is the primary stage of manufacture fo¡ all stone tools,
and

it is from cores that much of the lithic wasæ is scattered. A total of 52 co¡es or co¡e

fragments were recovered from the site, 22 from the BlackducVselkirk strata, 30 from the

l,aurel sEata. Seven of the cores, all recovered from the l¿urel strata, showed bipolar
percussion markings. Bipolar cores are the result of a technique of manufacture known as

bþlar

percussion, in which the raw maærial is placed on a rock surface, known as an

"anvil stone" and struck with a hammerstone from above. The result is a core that displays
percussion scaß on both ends.
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Table

B:

UI{IT:

Awls/Gravers/Drills

LEVEL

18:4
18:5
l9:4
L9:7
22:5
22:6
25:6
25:.9
26:4
rf
27:4
27:5
27.7
|l
3I:CII
35:AIII
rr
36:CII
36:CIV

I'IATERIAL

LENGTH I,¡IDTH

THICK.

RIIY0LITE 18.95 13.00 4.00

QUARTZ 45.95
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H.B.L.

CHTRÏ
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'
1
"
,'
"
'
"
''
1.0.H.
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,,
"
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At{L
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14.00 Z.SS AHL-BIFACE

20.65
22.t5
i.8.35
n.65
22.45
22.00
29.00
31.75
2!.25
1g.75

22.45 4.55
17.95 4.tS
14.85 13.65
11.75 3.25
24.95 5.45
77 .75
5.00
t4.t5 6.00
15.75 S.bb
22.75 6.35
10.25 3.g5

17.15
19.85
20.45
25.00

13,45
t4.75
9.00
19.00

4.65
4.75
5.15
6.00

A}IL-BIFACE,

FRACTURED

AI¡L-UNIFACE, Tt{O SIDES
A¡{L-BIFACE

.,

''

SCRAPER/AHL-UI{IFACE

fi

''

''

AHL-BIFACE
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AHL_BIFACE

rl

¡'

',

',

AIdL/BURIN-BIFACE
l'

¡r

A]{L-UNIFACE

H.B.L.

CHERT

23.00 12.35 4.85
44:CI
CHIILCEDOI'|Y 2L.95 14.65 t.gS
44:CII
QUARTZ 20.40 9.65 2.65
(Al l measurements in ril

A}¡L-UNIFACE, HEAT TREATED
AI{L-BIFACE
AHL-UI{IFACE
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Table

9:

UNIT:

LEVEL

12:4

Choppers/Chopping Tooìs
IEATERIAL
QUARTZ

Í

:3
18 :9
22:5
27:7
18

ll

ll

32:.ClI

32:CIII
41:CII

L

.0. H.

CHERT

44: CIV

(all

QUARTZ

measurements

LENGTH

48.15
35.35
44.55
67.45
62.15
62.25
50.00
66-70
50.35

in millimetres)

HIDTH

THICK.

39.00

31.65

16.95
18.95
22.75
23.85
24.45
20.95
19.95

BIFACE

66.10

20.00

ut{rFAcE

46.95

23.60

UHIFACE

49.00
43.85
58.45
47.75
51.45

DESCRIPTION
BIFACE
BIFACE
BIFACE
UflIFACE
UNIFACE
UNIFACE
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The cores recovered from the Blackduck/Selkirk stata we¡e an average 39.41 mm.

long, 32.22 mm. wide and 20.44 mm. thick. Ihe cores re¡overed from the Laurel suata
were an average 40.93 mm. long, 31.14 mm. wide and 21.36 mm. thick. There appears to
be litde diffe¡ence benveen cultural srata regarding core size.

Hammerstones. These are rounded,

not hafted to hold a shaft.

{ll

un¡diñed

sf ths fiammmerstones ¡ecovered at Bundoran were granite,

and npo of the nine items were from a definite
hammerstones was

cobbles used as a hammer. They are

61.lknm.,

l¿urel strata. The average length of the

the average width was 49.67 mm., and the average

thickness was 37.03 mm. Th¡ee of the items, numbers three, fîve and six, were bumed,
and number five had an end chipped

Table I

off(Table 10). All average tool sizes a¡e listed on

1.

Utilized Flakes. These comprised 238 of the 742 ulrilized a¡rifacts. Of these, 80 (34Vo)
were quartz,

M

(l8.5%o) were local

rhyolite,3l (l2.5Vo) were Lake of

the Woods chert,

and 18 Q 7o) were green recrystali¿sd çfisrt. The other utilized flakes were made up

of

19

chalcedony (7,SVo), 17 Swan River cherr (7 7o),24 Hudsons Bay Lowland chert (L\Vo),

four felsite (47o) and oneLimesrone chert (.47o), (lable l2).Marerial use fo¡ urilized
a¡tifacts is similar to that for non-utilized stone, with a slightly greater occurance of nonlocal maærials. This might be due ro the fact thar rhe difficulty in aquiring nonJocal
materials meant that it was used sparingly, producing little waste relative to the amount of
stone used.

Quarø was used most ftequendy, comprising 53.787o of the total. l,ocal rhyolites came
next \¡/ith a combinú l3.22Vo of the used materials. l¿ke of the Wood s chut (10.797o)
and green recrystalized chen (57a) show a slightly higher use in tenns of

well

as do Swan

utilizing srone, as

River chert (4.45Vo), Hudsons Bay l,owland chert (5,53Vo) and

chalcedony (4.05Vo).In fact, the final three "exotic" materials a¡€ æpresented in terrns

of

utilized lithics 4.5 times more, 3.5 times more and 8.0 times more than in the non-utilized
collection, respectively.
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UtiIT:
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Hannerstones
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Table

1l:

Average Tool Sizes

SHI\PE
SIDE

AVERAGE

I-TIIGTH

AVERAGE

I.'IDTH

AVERAGE THICKI{ESS

19.32nm

12.96tmt

3.41nn

CORI{ER NOTCH

40 .41rm

6.23Ím

TRIAI{GULAR

26.45nm

.8fln
15.70m

NOTCH

KNIVES/BLADES

19

AVERAGE LENGTH

AVERAGE HIDTH

41.22 rn
AIIL/GRAVER/DRILLS

24.57¡rn

AVERAGE LENGTH

AVERAGE lqlIDTH

23.67nn
CHOPPERS

18.47rn

AVERAGE LENGTH

AVERAGE HIDTH

48.z4nfii

54. 10rm
HAMilERSTONES

AVERAGE LINGTH

AVERACE HIDTH

62.llrm

Table

49.67¡rn

12: Utilized

NATERIAL

Fl akes

NUI,IBER

QUARTZ

80

34

RHYOLITE

44

18.5

CHALCEDONY

19

7.5

t7

7

CHERT

24

10

CHERT

31

L2.s

S}IAN RIVER
CHERT

H.B.L.
1.0.1,.
G.R.

CHERT

LII'IESTONE

l8

CHERT

I

FELCITE

4

TOTAL

238

7

.5
3

100 u

4.20¡rn
AVERAGE THICKI{ESS

8.85rm
AVERAGE THICKI{ESS

5.42rn
AVERI\GE THICKI¡ESS

2l.27trm
AVERAGE THICKNESS

37.03m¡
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Non-Utilized Lithics

As mentioned above, non-utilized lithics comprise any unused flakes or stone recove¡ed

from the site. For the purpose of analysis, these items were divided according to raw
material and size (greatest length). As illustrated in Table 13, quartz comprises the greatest
amount of lithic debis ( 68vo ofthe total), with the next largest being local rhyolite and
chert ( l2,5vo and 87o, respectively). It is also apparent that tlìe most prevalent sized flakes
are those between l0-12 mm. long

(

53.457o of the sample),

with flakes 20-30 mm. long

coming next (25.69Eo of the sample). The fact that nea¡ly 80zo of the debitage and waste
flakes fall within the 10-30 mm. range suggest that an ideal lengh of waste flake might
have been removed during tool production. The lack of exremely small flakes ( 0-10 mm.,

or l0.99vo of the sample) may paniatly be due to difñculties in recovering smaller items,
but may also show a lack of fine flaking on behalf of the tool makers. culturally, this may
indicate a lack of concem for utilitaria¡ tools, or that tools, when made, were made

relatively quickly, and with a specific purpose in mind, perhaps the replacement of a
broken tool, or retouching before skinning or butchering.
Other Lirhics

one large rhyolite spall was recovered f¡om unit 35, level c4, deep within the Laurel
stratum. It measured 63.55 mm. long,91.l5 mm. wide and 55.95 r¡¡n. thick. A single

quarø spokeshave was recovered from unit 31, level 43. This was the bottom of the
BlackducldSelki¡k stratum in the a¡ea- It was unifacially retouched, and was 20.65 mm.

long, 16.25 mm. wide and 6.25 mm. thick. A possible pipe plug @ate 9) was discove¡ed
in unit 35, level

cl,

the highest Laurel level containing the Laurel house structu¡e. The

rhyolite object was 57.35 mm. long, 20,45 mm. wide and 16.75 mm. thick. One object

Table

13:
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1.0.H.
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that is seemingly an anomoly for this area is a possible ground stone object (Plate 10),

recove¡ed f¡om unit 60, level C2. It was 210 mm. long, 80.60 mm. wide and 20.50 mm.

thick. Its purpose is unknown.
Other Materials

Both red and yellow ochre were found aqoss this site, totaling 363 grams, with 48.9
grams of that being yellow ochre. One concenEation appeared to be a red,/yellow

combination ( unit 41, level C3, 37 grams). Jftis samFle, recovered from the Laurel
stratum, may be an example of yellow ochre which becomes a red pigment when heated, as
described by Rajnovich (1985:35). The largest concenration of

unit 40, level A3 (76.2 grams), unit 33, level

Cl

ocke were ¡ecovered from

( 40.8 grams), and unit 41, level C3 ( the

red/yellow ochre, 37 grams ). It is interesting to note that these largest concentrations were
recovered from in or near the Lau¡el house structure strata.

Lithic Dstribution

As mentioned previously, the distribution of lithic remains sratigraphically and spatially
over the site is relatively constrnt, except

i¡

the case of projectile points, in which types

seem to be cultu¡e specific, and end scrapen,which are more predominant among Laurel

strata. The distribution of the projectile points generally follows the stylistic rends noted in
the section on projectile points in this chapter. Of the 94 end scrapers recovered from

Bundoran ("side and end" not included), 58.57o were found in the Lau¡el strata, area C.
The remaining 41.57o of end scrapers were recovered from above level C in a¡ea C, a¡rd
areas

A and B. Of the end scrapers in

the Lau¡el strata,80,7Vo were unifacially retouched,

wíth 19,37o bifacially retouched. All of the "types" of end scrapers described by Hamilron
are represented in the

l¿u¡el stata, with no single type dominant.
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There are rouglrly 3 1/2 times more non-utilized stones than utilized lithic artifacts on

this site. Between the different a¡eas of this site, the proportion of non-utilized to utilized

lithics recovercd from a specific unit remains generally a2-l to 3-7 ratio. Once into levels

Cl

to C3 in a¡ea C, however, this relationship jumps

o

benreen 5-1 to 6-1. For example,

in units 12- 19, level four produced a ratio of 113 non-utitized lithics to 45 utilized, 4.5
times higher. lævel Cl, in units 3G61, however, produced 403 non-utilized lithics to 71

utilized lithics,5.6 times greaær. This, ofcourse is

a

¡eflection ofthe activity within the

Laurel house structure. Especially prevalent in the block of units 30-32 and 35-37, these
high concentrations of lithics indicate either increased use of an area for a chipping station,

or an inceased period of time that an area was used for chipping. Within the confines of a
house structure, the latter would seem to be the most likely. The fact that these units contain

or border upon three hearth features (Fig.7) gives an indication of the social and industrial
layout of the interior of a Lau¡el lodge. The use of lithic scaner analysis to interpret the

activity a¡eas in a site has been attempted by some archaeologists. Hamilton hypothetically
identified

chþing

stations as areas that contain "...relatively high concenrations of

lithic

materials that may or may not be associated with other artifact categories"(tlamilton,
1981:136). Magne (1983) used replication and simulation experiments to relate tool
production processes to lithic remains, and demonsrated that an in depth analysis of lithic
scatter patterns can be used to define the functions for the tools created. His methodology,

however, was too complex for the purposes of this paper. The stages of lithic reduction
that are indicaæd by the concentrations and types of waste stone, and types of impliments at
a site,

imply something of the goals and methods of the tool make¡. Swanson noted that

"Lithic analysis should make it possible to discriminate btween some artifact populations
which a¡e now thought to be essentially the same, yet permit the synthesis of some
populations identified on stylistic grounds alone"(Swanson, 197 5:2), The lithic materials at
the Bundoran site suggest that Hamilton's (1981) interpreøtion of a chipping srarion was
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found in the Laurel component, because of the presence of large amounts of waste stone in
relation to utilized tools in units 3G32 and 35 ø

37

.
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CHAPÏERTV

TI{EGRAMICCOIÌ

FCTTON

Introduction

The study of ceramics begins with the study and classification of the vessel form,

which lead ultimately to inferences as to its function. The types and textures ofclays,
tempers and pigments (when used), as well as vessel construction and firing techniques are

all taken into account in the attempt to reconstruct the construction method and vessel
functions indicated by the ceramic collection ofan archaeological site. Added to the
technicaVfunctional analysis of ceramics is the decorative analysis. The deco¡ative attributes
present on ceramic remains a¡e useful to the a¡chaeologist in several ways. First, the

decorations on a ceramic vessel might indicate something of the cultural strndards of its'
makers. As noted in general terms by Shepard, "Ceramic art affords insights of the life and

psychology of a people..." (Shepard, 1968:256) As well as the artistic p¡eferences of a
culnue, ceramic decorative elements can also indicaæ posible inæractions between peoples
and cultues.

A mixnre of regional ceramic decorations on

a single vessel might be

indicative of some kind of culture contact, though it must be recognized that independant
invention and the potters' personal preferences a¡e an imFortant factor in the final ceramic
product.
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For this ¡esearch, perhaps one of the most important aspects of ceramic analysis deals

with the use of ponery for relative dating. "In the absence of reco¡ded dates o¡ material that

will yield

absolute dates, (the archaeologist) turns to the study ofchanges in the form

of

artifacts for the ¡ecord they bear of the passage of time."(Shepard, 1968:341) The use of
changes in pottery decoration over time to set up a chronological sequence has been used

often for dating Middle and late Woodland siæs, and is also used as the primary method

for dating the Bundoran site. The analysis of the c€ramic collection from DjKn-s intends to

illusrate the technical, funcional and stylistic atribuæs of the Lau¡el, Blackduck and
Selkirk pottery recovered from that site.
The C-;ollection

The excavations of the site produced a toral of 3,911 pottery sherds, comprised of 3,471

body sherds, 276 neck sherds and 163 rim sherds. The rim sherds represented 69 different
vessels.

All body

and neck sherds were analyzed in terms of decorated vs. plain, non-

deco¡ated attributes, she¡d thickness, type of temper and temper size. These measurements

were adjusted slightly for neck sherds, where differing thicknesses on a single sherds were
recorded as a range of thicknesses (eg. 2-4 n:ln), All decorative analysis was done in terms

of combinations of individual decorative elemenß.
The decorative attributes present in Bundoran pottery are as follows: þ¡ç161¡9g are deep
imprcssions in the rim or neck a¡ea of a vessel produced by a dowellike tool with a "push-

pull" motion. Punctates can

be round, square or oval, and almost never perforate the vessel

wall completely. Often associated with punctates are hosses. These are small, raised clay
mounds, usually on the interior of the vessel wall, often opposite a punctate. Co¡dwrapped stick (CWS) impressions, sometimes called cord-wrapped dowel impressions, are
linear impressions produced by a tool that has had some sort of cord or rope wrapped
around it.

Eabiqilqp&ldo[!

are markings caused by the

imprint of

a

textile on the wet

clay. Similar to dris is the use of a cord-wrapped paddle, with which the surface of a
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vessel was given a textured surface by "paddling" the wet clay. Stamped imoressions are

shallow marks on the surface of a vessel made in various patterns, shapes and sizes.

Finaly, i¡gilc¿lin$
with

are markings that a¡e scratched or dragged across the vessel surface

a pointed or edged

incising tool.

The combination of decorative elements on individual sherds was used to identify the

cultural origin of that sherd,

as certain

combinations of elements were found to have been

produced, by each culture group. In general, Laurel ceramics displayed plain, undecorated
bodies with decorated rims and often plain lips. The most common L,aurel decorations over

time included "pseudo-scallop shell" stamp, dentate stamp, incised lines, or various
combinations of punctates and associated interior bosses. Blackduck ceramics commonly
showed va¡iations on horizontal and venical CWS impressions on the rim and lip,
sometimes \pith punctates and bosses, and fabric paddled bodies. Vessel lips were also

often decorated. Selkirk ceramics were most often fabric impressed on the body, rim and
sometimes lip of the vessel. Punctates and bosses, and sometimes stamps, were also

incorporated into the design. The identification of the culnual o¡igin of individual sherds
was used to identify cultural strata at Bundoran. lævels

Cl

and below at a¡ea C has been

refered to as the "l¿u¡el strata" partially due to the concenEations of Laurel pottery
recovered from there, as were the Blackduck and Selkkk strata identified

tkough the

presence of Blackduck and Selkirk ponery.

Rim Sherds

All rim

sherds wer€ analyzed and illustraæd using a rim sherd analysis sheet. Based on

the number and combination of decorative elements displayed by the sherds, they were

classified according to cultural association, laurel, Blackduck and Selki¡k.

Fifty rim sherds were detennined to

be

Lau¡el @lates 11,12). These are illusrated in the

mæter ceramic chart @ig.8). The master cemmics charts a¡e reåd as follows. The three
boxes in each section running down the left and right edges ofthe chart illustrate the

Table

14:

Rim Sherds

RII,I SHERDS-LAUREL
DESCRIPTION

PLAIN

16

32

DENTATE STAI{P

16

32

1l

22

3

6

3

6

I

2

50

r00

PLAIN w,/PUNCTATES &

BOSSES

INCISED

LINEAR

STA},IP

PSEUDO-SCALLOP SHELL
TOTAL

RI14 SHERDS-BLACKDUCK
DESCRIPTION

Ii¡IJMBER

]{ASKISH VERÏICAL

&

CORD

PUNCTATE

17

&

PUNCTATE

20

37.8
44.5

SCHOCKER CORD II',IPRESSED

5

Ll.2

OTHER

3

6.7

TOÏAL

45

OSUFSEN CORD

r00.2

RIM SHERDS-SELKIRK

DESCRIPTION

NUÍ{BER

Í

PLAIN

36
8t2
23
I
1
23
I

1.5

OTHER

l6

24

TOTAL

67

ALEXANDER FABRIC II.IPRESSED
SPRUCE

POINT *

STURGEON FALLS FABRIC IFIPRESSED

CLEARI{ATER LAKE PUNCTATE
SAI{DY IAKE
STURGEON PUIICTATE

* after RAJN0VITCH, 1982

53.8

1.5
1.5

100. 3
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exterior, lip and interior decoration on a group of rim sherds. The illusrations along the top

of the chart a¡e rim profiles, with the exærior of the rim facing to the left" Each type of
proflrle is given a letær designation, and these æe used for all ce¡amic cha¡ts. The columns
beneath the rim profiles show the number of each type of sherd that has each particular type

of profile. The sherd types in the left hand side of the chart a¡e numbered in the ho¡izontal
boxes that end with an elongaæd box inruding on the right side sherd type illuseation. the

opposite is true for the right side sherd type illustration. This makes the fust, third, fifth,
etc. ho¡izontal ¡ows pertaining to the left side illustrations, and the second, fou¡th, sixth,
etc. horizontal rows pertaining to the right side illustrations.

The two most common deco¡ative elements present were dentate starnp (32Vo of the
sample) and plain (32Vo of the sample). The next most ûequent decotative elements were

plain with punctate and æsociated interior boss (22Vo of the sample) incised lines, linear
stamp and pseudo-scallop shell, the last being represented by only one sherd (Table 14).

The amount of denøte stamp in relation to pseudo,scallop shell is to be expected in later

l¿urel sites,

as is a large amount

of plain and punctated vessels. Only complete sherds

were used in the analysis, and those sherds partially destroyed or exfoliated we¡e
eliminated from the sample.

Blackduck vessels @late 13) were represented by 45 sherds from 32 different vessels.

Like the Lau¡el vessels, the Blackduck vessels we¡e analyzed in terms of decorative
elements. The vessels themselves, illusrated in master ceramic chans, @ig. 9,10),
represent four brroad categories, as first described by MacNeish (1958). The most common

combination of elements is Ofusen cord and punctate (44.57o of the sample), followed by
Waskish vertical cord and punctate (37.87o of the sample) (fable 14). Vessels that do not

fit into these categories include

a

motif of th¡ee horizontal CWS inpressions on the exterior

of the sherd, a smooth lip and vertical CWS impression on the interior of the she¡d.
Another un¡elated motif displays two horizontal CWS impressions bracketing oblique pairs
of punctates on the exærior, with punctates overlapping the exterior of the lip, and interior
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paired bosses. The final unidentified sherd displays vertical CWS impressions over oblong
punctates and a single horizontal CWS impression on the exterior, incised lines on the

exterior half of the lip, and associated bosses on the interior.
The Selki¡k sherds @ate 14), shown in the master ceramic chan (Fig.l
sherds representing 38 vessels. As

l)

total 67

with the Blackduck sherds, these sherds have been

divided into previously defined decorative groupings (Table 14). The most frequent morif
was fabric impressions on the exterior rim and lip, with a plain inte¡ior. This represented
53.87o of the sample. The next most frequent motif was a fabric impressed exterior, with

plain lip and intenor (l7%o), a Spruce Point variant (Rajnovich, 1985). The sherds that do
not fit into the listed categories compnse 247o of the sample. These include sherds with
exterio¡ and interior stamps with

cws

impressions on ttre lip, fabric exterior with stamps

on the lip and a plain interior, and stamp and punctate with
a plain

clvs

impressions on rhe lip and

interior. The use ofvessel types to date the site components will take place in

chapter V.

Neck Sherds

Neck she¡ds were divided into a similæ fashion to body sherds, that is, plain with
deco¡ated elements, and fabric impressed/paddled sherds with decorative elements (Table
15).

A total of

stemF.

All

118 neck sherds were plain, and

of these, 50 or 42.4Vo showed dentate

dentate stâmF elements account for almost half of the neck sherds, with linear

stamp Ql.2Vo) coming nexL Much

lile

on the body sherds, the pseudo-scallop shell

element accounts for very few item s, only .9Vo of the sample. The plain neck sherds
account for only 67o of the total number of neck she¡ds.

Fabric impresseüpaddled neck she¡ds show a greåter range of decoration. Those with

only fabric impressions were still the most frequ

entvth

42,BVo

of the sample, with

ho¡izontal CWS next at 39.47o of the sample. Generally speaking, Selkirk sherds display
fabric impressions, bosses and punctates, with a lack of CWS impressions compared to

Table

15:

Neck Sherds

I{ECK SHERDS-PLAIN-DECORATIVE ELE}IEI{TS
DESCRIPTION

PLAII{

7

w/LINEAR

ST¡$,IP

I/LINEAR STAt'lP, PUNCTATE
& B0ss
DENTATE STAI'IP

rr

rr

w/PUNCTATE

& B0ss

PUNCTATE

PUNCTATE

&

BOSS

25

21.2

I

.9

50

42.4

I

6.8

6

5.1

3

2.6
2.6
5.1

cl,ts

3

ct{s-cHEvR0N

6

DRAGGED STAI'IP

2

II{CISED LINES

6

PSEUDO-SCALLOP SHELL

I

TOTAL

6

1I8

1.7
5.1
.9
100

.4

NECK SHERDS-FABRIC IMPRESS-DECORATIVE ELEiIEI{TS
DESCRIPTION

IiUI'IBER

I

FABRIC IÎ-IPRESS

38

42.8

VHORIZONTAL

35

39

CI.IS

&

CHS

PUNCTATES

w,/PUNCTATES

VPUNCTATES

LII{EAR

&

BOSSES

STAI,IP

LINEAR STAI'IP & HORIZOI{TAL CI{S
TOTAL

4

.4
7.9
4.5

I

t.2

3

3.4
L.2

7

1

100

.4
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Blackduck. Using these guidelines, the fabric impressed neck sherds are represented by
48.57o Selkirk

wue

and 5l,9Vo Blackduck pottery, a division that seems

likely

based upon

the apparently equal occurence ofBlackduck and Selki¡k ceramics at the site.

Body Sherds

For the purposes of this analysis, body sherds were initailly divided into "plain" and
"fabric impressed" categories. As plain body sherds were exclusively produced by Laurel
potters,

it is a division that is safe to use as a cultu¡al indicator. Based on this division there

werc 963 plain body sherds recovered, and 2508 fabric impressed,/paddled sherds. Certain
decorative elements were found on the plain body sherds, and these are shown in table 16.

As shown, 83.7Vo of plain body sherds had no decoration at all. The most frequent body
deco¡ation was dentate stamp (3.657o of the sample) followed by linear stamp ( 2.817o )
and incising

(l.67Vo ),If all dentate elements are combind dentate stamp she¡ds accounr

for almost 57o of the sample. This, combined with

a lack

of pseudo-scallop shell motifs (

only .l%o of body sherds ), indicates a probable late date for Lau¡el on this site.
The fabric impressed/paddled body sherds also show some deco¡ation, but very little
compared to the plain sherds. A full 98.857o of the fabric impressed sherds show no other
decoration. The first most frequent deco¡ation visible is horizontal cord-wrapped stick
(CWS), with .367o of the sample. The ¡est of the decorative elements present only a total of
.48Vo

of the sample. As can be expecæd with Blackduck and Selkirk ware, decoration is

limited to the rim and neck area.
Vessel Con struction

The predominant method of Lau¡el vessel construction used at Bundoran was the

"coiling" method. This is evident,

as the

coils are still visible in the b'reals of some sherds.

"Coiling is a method of forming pottery by building up the walls

Table

16:

Plain Body Sherds

DESCRIPTION

806
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83.7
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I
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2
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1
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7

.7

16

t.67

I

.1

35

3.65
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DENTATE STAI'IP
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3
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DENTATE

rr

rr

H/0BLIQUE DENTATE

II

II

I
I

Iy/CROSSED DENTATE

1

-cR0ssED

1
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,'

Û

LINEAR STAMP

27
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2
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I

TOTAL

.6
.1
.1
.1
.1

6
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.2
.1
100
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Fabric lrnpressed Body Sherds

DESCRIPTION

NUI'IBER

2479
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9

.36

3

.L2

cl{s

I

.04

DRAGGED STAI"IP

3

.L2

EXFOLIATED

I

.32

INTERIOR II{CISED

1

.04

TRIANGULAR STAMP

2

.08

PUNCTATE THROUGH SHERD

2
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&
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with ropelike coils of clay and then smoothing over the joints, generally

with an adhesion seip, until the spaces between the coils are solidly filled and the
surface is uniformly smooth."(Joukowsþ,1980:363)
The vessels themselves were generally thick walled and conical in shape, with sraight

or slightly cuwed rims. Firing of the vessels was accomplished by digging a shallow pit
and

filling it with sticks and b'ranches. Afær setting fire to the wood,

and feeding the

the point that hot embers were produced, the vessels were placed directly into the

fre

fire to
and

left until hard.
The Blackduck and Selkirk vessels werc constructed through the "paddle and anvil,'

method.

"In ttre paddle and anvil method, the potrer used a shon, wide-bladed
paddle to for the exterior surface of the vessel while an anvil (generally a smoothed stone or
piece of wood wrapped in cloth) was held on the interior with the other
hand. "(Joukowsky, 1 980:363)

The Late Woodland vessels were generally globular in shape with flaring rims. Firing
the Blackduck and selkirk vessels was probably done in

a similar way to that

described

of
for

the Laurel vessels.

Temper

Temper size and consistency was ¡ecorded in an effon to determine

if

there were any

cultural preferences shown on behalf of the potters for a speciñc material or
mixture.Temper size was measu¡ed as either fine ( flakes or powder), medium (nodules up
to lmm in diameter) and coarse (nodules over lmm in diameter). Temper size was also
analyzed in terms of decorative elemenß.

The temper found in the body sherds is shown in Table 18. The most popular temper
mate¡ials for fabric impressed body sherds were fine grit (55vo of the sample) and medium
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3
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3
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1
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quærz ( 40.5Vo of the sample). This compares with 25.5Vo fine grit and 45.57o medium
quartz for plain body sherds. The popularity of quartz is quite understandible, as quartz is

a

plentiful local material, and used for a great deal of lithic manufacture (see chapter 3). The
greater preference by Blackduck and Selkirk potters for fine grit" over twice as much

for

Laurel potten, may be due to the fact that, on average, l,aurel ceramic vessels are thick
walled and coarse, while Blackduck and Selki¡k vessels a¡e thin walled and of a finer
texnrle,
Temper size for neck sherds does not follow the pattem set by temper in the body
sherds
36Vo

(Iable 19). Medium quartz remains the prefered æmper used, but is found in only

of the fabnc impressed she¡ds, and 37.57o of plun sherds. The greatest difference is

in tlre use of fine grit as a temper in ttre fabric impressed sherds. Orúy 2Vo of the sherds use
it" while 29Vo of the plain sherds use fine grit. Medium sized temper is used fo¡ 707o of all

fabric impressed neck sherds, and 67Vo of plain neck sherds.
The greatest difference between temper in body and neck sherds is apparent in the lack

offine materials used in fabric impressed neck sherds. The reason for this is not definitely
known, however, the difference may be the result of increased decoration on the necks of
Blackduck and Selkirk vessels. Needing to support a geater amount of impressed and
incised decoration on a thinner vessel wall may rcquire a coarser temper to support the neck
than the body would.

If this

is true,

it would imply that two

batches

of clay were prepared

for vessel construction. Since this has not been noted before in Woodland ceramics, the
veracity of this statement must be tesæd fi¡nher.

Burn Ma¡ks

Several body sherds displayed burn marks on eithe¡ one or both sides (Table 20).

Exterior burning may be the result of initial firing, or of scorching inside the vessel during
preparation. Those sherds with both exterior and interior buming are possibly the result of
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Tabl

e
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:

Burn lTlarks
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I
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1

ll

Í
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B
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a combination

of the fint two factors, or evidence of seconda¡y buming after the

destruction of the vessel, in a hea¡th, or accidentally bumed at a late¡ date during a different
groups occupation of the site, such as is mentioned by Arthurs ( 1986:105). The sma_ll

number of bumed vessels in ¡elation to the number of sherds is probably due to the fact that

only a few vessels were used for the actual cooking. At Long Sault, only 207a of Laurel
vessels were used for cooking.

The vessels at Bundoran suggest that, while few vessels were definitely used for
cooking by any cultural group, the Blackduck and Selkirk groups might have utilized their
vessels for cooking more than ttre
were BlackducVSelki¡k.

If this

l¿urel group did. Of the burned sherds, 67 or

B0.73Va

does indeed reflect an increased activity in cooking food

in

ce¡amic vessels by the Late Woodland cultures, it might be presented as evidence of dietary
change between ttre Middle and Late Woodland.

With only

a few vessels being

definitely used for cooking at the Bundoran site, the

remainder of the vessels might have been used for storage. The contents of these vessels
have not been preserved, so any supposition on thei¡ contents would be hypothetical.

However, since diversified diets seem to have been represented at Bundoran (see Chapter
I), vegetable matter such as fruit, roots, etc. would seem to be a logical guess. However,
since bum ma¡ks are not always found on cooking vessels, any supposition as to the
storage function of these vessels is tentative.

Other Ceramics

Five examples of juvenilEposgry @ate 15) or'toy pottery" werÞ recovered from the
site, all from Area C, levels CI and Ctr. One sherd displayed vertical incised lines over a

single horizontal incised line on the exterior as its sole decorative motif. The othe¡ sherds
displayed oblique incised lines over four horizontal incised lines, which in tum was over
two rows of miniatu¡e "punctates". The lip of these she¡ds shows oblique incised lines,

while the interior is plain. On all sherds, the body was plain. The four simila¡ sherds seem
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to have been additionally worked so that the tiny incised lines would appear to be cord-

wrapped stick impressions.

A native ceramic pipe bowl fragment @late 16) was also recovered from unit 55, level
CI (Area C). It is 7-9 mm thick, and displays a linear stâmF or shallow punctate morif on
the exterio¡. Few native ceramic pipe bowls have ever been found. One was discovered at
the

long Sault

site displaying circular, punctate-liks impressions, and two others similar to

that were found on the Whitefish island site on the east end of Lake Superior ( Arthurs,
1986). Ceramic pipe bowls were also recovered from Selki¡k sites @ickson, 1980:151).

A rolled clay nodule was recovered from unit 27, level Vtr. It is noteworthy because
one end

ofit

displays various sized stamps. It may have been used as a test nodule for a

potter before applying a decorative tool to an actual vessel. If this was the case, it would
seem

likely úat vessel construction took place right at the site itself, rather than at a separate

pottery construction location.
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CHAPTERV

CHRONOLOGY AND COMPARISON

A unique radioca¡bon date from DjKn-s, A.D. 1510, was deemed unusable due to the
contamination of the sample by modem roodets. This leaves only the methods of relative
dating to determine the time of the components depoSition: through ceramic decorative

typology comparisons, associating stone tools with specific cultures, and through
radioca¡bon dates f¡om other sites as the methods to determine the age of the Laurel,

Blackduck and Selkirk components of the site.
Stone Tool Tvpolog:¡

Stone tool types found in Vy'oodland sites make a comparatively small but nonetheless

important conribution to the dating of site components. The identification of culnual
components has already been aided by the study of raw mate¡ial use in Chapter

trI.

Generally speaking, local raw materials such as quartz, rhyolite and felcite were used more
often by laurel groups than by their l¿te Woodland counterparts, in

\

hich more exotic

materials like Hudsons Bay lowland chen, Chalcedony and lasper were used when
available. "Tests of the relationship between utilized flakes and other tools show that, at
least fo¡ the late occupation,

nonlocal mate¡ials were often worked into finished

tools"@ajnovich, Reid, Shay, 1982:85). This is probably due to the fact that the
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Blackduck and Selkirk peoples had gteater access to such materials via Eade routes than
Laurel peoples did.

hdividual tool t)?es, however,

a¡e useful for the actual tracking of temporal changes at

Bundoran. In the l¿wel lithic assemblage, several trends a¡e apparent over time, and these

reflect a similar pattem within this siæ. As shown in Chapter ltr, there is a sizable
proportion of end scrapers in the Laurel levels. Wright has noted that end scrapers seem to
be common
decr€ase

i¡ l¿urel

sites, showing "... a steady increase through time wittr a concomitant

ofthe side scrapers"(Wright, 1967:104). Unifacial tools

a¡e most frequently

found in the Laurel lithic industry, ".-a lithic undustry typified by numerous end scrapers
and stemmed and norched points"(Stolrnan, 1973:3). The pattem of finding unifacial end
scrapers in Laurel sites has also been noæd by Buchne(1980:15). ln fact, scrapers are

cited as being the most frequent member of any l¿u¡el lithic collection, as noted by

Stoltman (1973:100). The proportion of

scrapers to othe¡ utilized lithics was illustrated by

Lugenbeal at the Smith site, when he stated that there were "...16.9 scrapers per projectile
point"(Lugenbeal ,1976:347). He contrasted this to proportions found in Blackduck strata,

in which only 11 scrapers appeared to every 14 points.
The high indexes of unifacially retouched scrapers to bifacial scrapers in Laurel lithic
assemblages has been noted by Janzen (1968), who found that at the Naomikong Point
siæ, the uniface to biface ratio was 35:1. This pattem, he states, seems to continue at the
Pays Platt site

(20:l), Heron Bay (7:1), Killali l¡ke (3:1) and the Rossport site (2:1). In

fact the only site that Janzen mentions that does not follow this Eend is the Little Pic site,

(l:1). Janzen suggests that the glut of unifacially flaked tools found in Lau¡el sites is related
to

l¿urel subsistence strategy. As shall

the

l¿u¡el diet.

be discussed later,

fish

was an important aspect

of

Janzen therefore suggests that unifacial tools a¡e more usefi¡l to, and more

often used by the fisherman than the hunter. Janzen, however, lacks substantive
ethnographic data to support this, and his conclusions æe based on a relationship between
the number of unifacial scrapen at

úe site, and the appa¡ent dietr¡y preference indicated to
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him by the faunal ¡emains at the site. It follows, though, that if Janzen is correct in this
point, the presence of many unifacial scrapers on this site may be an indication ofnot only

of their cultu¡al affiliations, but also of subsistence strategy, manufacturing strategy and
reasons for site selection. This

will

be discussed at greater length laær

in the paper.

other proportions of lithic artifacts found at l¿u¡el sites relates not only to scrapen, but
to othe¡ utilized lithics æ well.

lithic proportions

as

At

the Potato Island site, Koezur and

v/right (1976) found

follows;arrowheads 17.82¿, sctaperc 52,3Vo, Biface blades 13.1Zo,

and wedges 4.lVo. Whtle there was some measure of disturbance at this site, with only
sheild A¡chaic and "terminal" woodland components left undesroyed, one still might make
use of the suwiving

lithic patterns.

While unifacial scrapers ffe commonplace for the laurel srata, Blackduck srata
generally produce smaller, double-edged scrapers (Buchner, 1980). Scrapers of this type
we¡e also collected from the Blackduck and selkirk srata of the Bundoran site.

A total of

58.65% of the double side scrapers were from these stra[a.
Perhaps the most useful lithic artifacts for the purpose of identifying and dating cultural

srata are projectile points and their typology. In general, the corner notched projectile
points, such as Pelican lake and larter Tanged a¡e considered to be Laurel, while the
smaller side notched and triangular points, such as plains Side Notched and Eastem

Triangular are deemed to be Blackduck and Selkirk (Rajnovich, Reid, Shay, 19g2). These
types of points werc found at Bundoran wittrin the same cultu¡al strata as suggested above.

stemmed and corner notched points were found prirnarily in the Laurel strata of Area

c,

with side notched and tiangular poi¡ts found in the rest of the site.
Ceramic T]¡pology

A more accurate method of ¡elative dating is ttrough a ceramic decoration typology.

while there is some variation, generally vessel decorative patterns can be placed within

a

particular region and wittrin a time period. Laurel ceramics in particular have been shown to
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follow this patærn. l¿urel sites tend to cluster geographically ( Rajnovich, Reid, Shay,
1982), and within these a¡eas, certain decorative motifs show dominance over others.

Genøally, these clusters fall within an identifiable time scale. This time scale has been
describ€d as follows:"The e¿¡liest dates in the list come from northwestem Onta¡io and

northem Minnesota; the sites east of
about

l*ke

Superior all date later and cluster in a range from

A.D. 150-4.D. 800. The latest Laurel dates a¡e derived from westem sites, along the

Rainy River and in northem Manitoba" @ajnovich, Reid, Shay, 1982:99).

Wrights' early wo¡k on Laurel classified decorative techniques, and placed them within
a tentative time scale,"For the

five domanant decorative techniques these trends a¡e

as

follows: pseudo-scallop shell decreases from early to late, dragged stamp remains relatively
constant, linear puncøte, dentate stamp, and the absence of decoration inøease from early

to late" (Wright, 1967:100). Since Wright first describ€d these trends, archaeologists have
been able to localize dominant ceramic decorative motifs within geographic clusters. The

earliest

l¿urel

sites, in Minnesota and northwestem Ontario, displayed some of the

following trends. Stoltman, in his early investigation into l¿urel in Minnesota (1973) noted
that "l¿u¡el Oblique is the most common ceramic type in the Laurel culture of northem

Minnesoø..."(Stolunan, 1973:85). He funher commented that this motif declines in
importance the farther north a site is found. As was mentioned above, dentate stamp was a

motif common to later l¿urel sites, a fact that demonstrates the early age of Minnesota
Laurel: "The type Laurel Dentate is a mino¡ consrituenr (less than 10 per cent) of all the
Minnesota l¿u¡el ceramic assemblages, except at Smith mound 4, where it is the leading
type (31.9 per cent)"(Stolunan, 1973:86).
Stoltrnan thought that pseudo-scallop shell and dentåte stamp showed a "highly stable
core o¡ central tendency" through time and space in northern Minnesota (ibid,:1973).
Subsequent work into

l¿u¡el

has revealed that the ea¡ly

laurel investigations, centred

primarily on the mound sites (Mclnstry, Smith, Pike Bay, etc.) show

a much mo¡e

varied

pattem of ceramic decorative motifs both geographically and temporally. The excavation

of
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the Smith site, 17 miles west of lnærnational Falls, Minnesota, expaned upon Stoltmans

work, even though it too was a mound excavation. The results of dre Smith site indicate
that: "Three decorative elements are found in our sample: dentates, pseudo-scallop shell,
and undragged oblique stamped impressions. lncising may be present"(Lugenbeal,

1976:147).

In this l¿u¡el siæ, Lugenbeal noted that denøte stamp compriseÅ,

28 .6Vo

of decorated

sherds, with pseudo-scallop shell representin g 24.57o, Other types at this site included
tlnssed, (12.27o), punctate and plain (both at 4.17o). This compares

Mclnstry Mound I, wtth

with recoveries from

33.3Vo pseudo-scallop shel1,23,2Vo oblique, but

only

1.17a

dentate stamp. Already this placed ttre Mclnsury Mound I ea¡lie¡ than the Smith site. Other

early mound sites in Minnesota include Pike Bay and Pearson, both showing a heavy
dominance in Laurel Oblique sherds within their collections (48.8Vo and 52Vo,
respectively).

Laurel sites in Ont¡¡io show slighdy different concentrations of decorative morifs.

Arthun (1986:97) noted that: "all of

the decorated ceramics from the Initial Woodland

component b€a¡ stamped or incised impressions." The presence of these types of sherds
has been explained as

follows: "Typologically, the l,ong Sault vessels place the component

late in mid-I¿u¡el times"(ibid:1 10).
The Lady Rapids site @cKc-1) produced two Laurel components. The component from

"A¡ea C" of tlre site revealed ceramics that displayed pseudoscallop shell (16.7%o) dentate
stamp(l6.77o) plain with punctates (22.2Vo), plun with bosses (16,77o), and plain with
bosses and punctaæs (14.l%o), This component was identified as

mid-l¿urel, and clearly

shows a deqease in pseudo-scallop shell deco¡ation with an accompanying inøease in

plain variations and dentate stamp. The other component in this site, in "Area A" produced
ceramics t\at werc 33.3Vo dentate stamp,

ll.l7o plun,ll.lVo plun with

punctates, and

M.4Vo inciseÁ, (Callaghan, 1982:38), This component wæ identified as late Lauret, md the
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lack of pseudo-scallop shell along with the incr€ase of dentate stamp is an important

indicato¡ when dating laurel sites.
Another site in Ontario, Wenasaga Rapids, also has a l¿urel component, and Hamilton
(1981) described the Lau¡el vessels ¡ecovered from there as follows: "The most common
combinations of decorative techniques arc repæs€nted by a mot'rf ttrat incorporates

obliquely oriented elements over punctates ovef horizontally oriented
elements..."([Iamilton, 1981:57). At this site, the laurel component was represented by
sherds with puncøtes (35.57o), dentate stamp Q6.9Vo) and bosses (l2.BVo). pseudo-

scallop shell was found on 6.4vo of the sample. This would place the Laurel component of
Wenasaga Rapids in the mid to late Laurel times.
Sites from outside Onario produce ceramics that show an interesting temporal pattern.

The Naomiking Point site and the summer Island site, both south and east of the centre of

Laurel development and both fairly early sires (4.D. 430 and A.D. 250, respectively),
produced ceramics that Brose (1970) noted were similar to the "punctate" ceramics

of

Wrights "Saugeen focus". Janzen (1968) noted this also, and decla¡ed the Saugeen focus
an amalgam of Laurel, Hopewell and Point Peninsula ceramic decorations. This extreme

eætern bo¡der of Lau¡el influence should be expected to differ from the co¡e a¡ea of Lau¡el

Laurel ceramics in Manitoba show the inft¡x of decorative tends tt¡at match the

distribution found in mid-Laurel times. At the cemetery Point site, on the Ìvinnipeg River,
"Laurel Oblique was the most common Lau¡el style..."(Buchner, 1980:15). At the
Astwood site, a mixrurc of I¿urel Oblique (3 vessels), dentate sømp(5 vessels) pseudoscallop shell (3 vessels) Laurel Incised ( 1 vessel) and plain (2 vessels) were recovered. A
tentative date of A.D. 500 has be¿n volunteered fo¡ the Astwood site @uchner and

Callaghan, 1980).
Site Dates

The range of site dates based partially on decorative motifs of

l¿u¡el

.
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vessels has b€en in the past so effective a method of chronologically ordering sites, that
members of the office of the Onta¡io Ministry of Citizenship and Culture, Heritage Branch,

Kenora has taken such information as is listed above and has created an index of ceramic
pattem occurence for four time periods, from 2O0 B.C. to A.D. 1200 (Iable 21). If this
chart, along with the data gained from the ofter

l¿u¡el sites, is compared with the Lau¡el

ceramic assemblage found at Bundoran, it becomes obvious that Bundoran contains a late

laurel componenl The large concentration of dentate stamp sherds, along with plain and
punctated sherds, would fit into the later categories shown on the chart. This fact, along

with the lack of pseudo-scallop shell sherds (only

2Vo

of the sample at Bundoran), leads

one to conclude that the Laurel component at DjKn-s was deposited in late Laurel times,

approximately A.D. 900-1200.
Combined with the decorative motif index, the location of the Bundoran site adds to the
supposition that the Laurel component is indeed a late one. The site is located in the same
geographic area, or "cluster", as the Hungry Hall,
\Yenasaga Rapids sites (Table 22).

All of

lnng Sault, Lady Rapids, Fisk

and

these, with the exception of Fisk, contain Laurel

components that date between A.D. 50G4.D.1200. This would indicate that the

full scale

of Lau¡el occupation of northwesæm Ontario took place during this time period,

i¡ mid-to

late

l¿u¡el times.The movement of

the

discussed later. This late date for the

laurel people throughout its history will be

Lauel component

at Bundoran has connotations

for

the later Blackduck and Selkirk occupations.

The Blackduck occupation of northwestem Ontario began at approximately A.D. 800,
and continued to around

A.D. 1750, the approximate date of histo¡ic contact with

Europeans (Dawson, 1976). Blackduck ceramics seem to cluster in three groups; the Lake

Superior region, northem Minnesota, and northwestem Onta¡io. Blackduck ceramics are
distinguished from l¿u¡el ceramics through the presence of fabric padclled bodies, and
combinations and variations of cord-wrapped stick impressions (CWS), punctates and
bosses on the rim, neck and

lip of the vessels. As noted by Hamills¡, " decoration upon
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lab1e

22:

Laureì Dates

SITE

DATE

BALLYSADARE (DKKp-10)

FIsK (DlKp-l)
THE PAS

IIEEK (DjKp-3)
ÍiIcGILLVARY (DbJm-3)
}IEEK

IIAOMIKIÍ{G POINT
]'IEEK

SMITH SITE
BALLINAM()RE (DkKp-9)

LADY RAPIDS

(DcKc-l)

LONG SAULT (DdKm-1)

SI'IITH SITE
BUND0RAN

PIC

(DjKn-s)*

RIVER

HUNGRY HALL
HUNGRY HIILL

BALLYNACREE (DkKp-8)
BALLYNACREE

* relative date

150 B.C.

A.D.50
A.D. 190
A.D.280
4.D.290
4.0.390
A.D.430 (?)
4.D.450
A.D. 480
4.D.490
A.D. 520
4.D.500-900
4.D.760
4.D.900
4.D.950
A.D. 1130
A.D. 1190
A.D. 1240
4.D.7270
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the lip of the

laæ Woodland ceramics consiss primarily of oblique cord-wrapped dowl

impressions (50.9Vo), chevron cord-wrapped dowl (22,8Vo) and smoothed or oblite¡ated

textile impressions..."(Hamilton, 1981 :66).
The vessels themselves were usually globular with flaring lips."Decoration of the

exterior rim was common and consisted of a row of typically rather long and probably
spaced oblique cord-wrapped stick impressions. Lips were almost always cord-wrapped

stick, with oblique impressions below the lip nearly universal. Lips were flatæned and
thickened and ran to bevelled-out shapes"(Lugenbeal , 1976:273).
Since fi¡st defined in 1961 by Evans, the study of Blackduck ceramics has been forced
to continue to describe compilations of decorative motifs under a¡birary headings such as

"Osufsen Co¡d and Punctate", "Schocker Cord Impressed","Waskish Vertical Cord and
Punctate", and other descriptive titles. The problem with using these early classifications is
that" as more va¡iations of Blackduck ceramics have been

discoverd categories that were

once precise descriptions have been forced to become generalized, or multiple new
categories have had to become invented. Because of

úe wide-spread

use

of such

tenninology, later archaeologists have been forced to utilize a possibly innacurate
temrinology in order to be able to ¡eference their work with previous work. It is necessary
therefore, to make a short explanatory note regarding the terminology of Blackduck
ceramics. Waskish

Vertical Cord and Punctate includes those sherds showing oblique

CWS impressions over puncates in the neck, with varied CWS impressions, most of the
time, on the lip. Osufsen Cord and Punctaæ includes sherds with vertical or obüque CWS
impressions over punctates and horizontal CIVS impressions. The lips show various CWS
impressions. Schocker Co¡d Impressed displays oblique CWS imPressions over ho¡izontal
CWS impressions on the rim, with CWS impressions on the lip. They have no punctares.

,
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Blackduck Dates

No dating proceedure using Blackduck cera¡nics has been developed as was the one
used eadier dealing with

laurel ceramics. There are, however, certain trends evident in

Blackduck ceramics that a¡e useful in placing the Bundora¡r Blackduck occupation within a
temporal sequence. Early Blackduck vessels are cord marked and paddled, while later ones
were neither co¡d marked nor paddled. Iæss than one

fiñh of Blackduck vessels had

interior deco¡ation, and the rims, while most were oblique, were ?ßVo non-oblique.
Punctates, which were round early in Blackduck vessels, become "non-round" (square,

oval, etc.) in later vessels. Certain vessel types a¡e associated with cenain areas as well.
Waskish Venical cord and Punctate is most common in northwestem Onta¡io, while
Osufsen Cord and Punctate is most common in the Lake Superior region. Schocker Cord
Impressed is commonly found in Manitoba, Onta¡io and Minnesota.

In Ontario, these Blackduck ceramic types are found in most Woodland strata. The Lady
Rapids site (DcKc-l) produced the following proportions; Osufsen Cord and Punctate
(31.37o), Waskish Vertical Cord and Punctate (22.37o), Schocker Cord Impressed

(l2.5Vo) and miscellaneous 37.SVo, Wenasaga Rapids @dKh-l), on the east side of the
Wenasaga River, revealed ceramics that were 4070 Osufsen Cord and Punctate, 33.37o

Waskish Venical Co¡d and Punctate, and l3.3Vo that were a va¡iant of Waskish
(Smith,1981). One of the greatest mixtures of Blackluck ceramic styles was found at Long
Sault, which had 18.847o QsufsE¡.lCqsLæsLPu¡c.EIq, 17.397o Waskish Vertical Co¡d and
Punctate, 11.597o Schocker Cord Impressed, as well as NeE_tAkg Cord and Punctate
(13.M7¿), Nen Lake Vertical Cord Q3.19Vo) and Nett Lake

lþþ

Q.45Vo).

The Blackduck ¡ecoveries from Bundor¿n reflecæd a mixtu¡e of the th¡ee main ceramic

decorative motifs in proponions that ¡esembled those found at the Wenasaga Rapids site.
The dating of the Blackduck component from this site is difücult. The fact that much of the
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Table

23:

Blackduck and

Selkirk

Dates

BLACKDUCK DATES

SITE

DATE

I¡IARTIN BIRD SITE

A.D. 480 (?)

BALLINAIiIORE (DKKP-g)

4.0.940

SI'IITH SITE

4.0.965

SI'IITH SITE

A.D.

1165

AsH RAPIDS (DjKq-s)

A.D.

1230

The

A.D.

1460

LADY RAPIDS (DCKC-I)

A.D.

1480

The

A.D.

1485

HUSKAI,IATII.I

A.D.

1495

BALLYNACREE (DkKp-B)

A.D.

1650

A.D.

1690

PAS

PAS

ASH RAPIDS

east (DjKq-4)

SELKIRK DATES
SITE
NECK SITE

4.D.760

SI'IITH SITE

A.D.

HUNGRY HI\LL

A.D. t202

IIEEK (DjKp-3)

A.D.

1350

iIEEK

A.D.

1410

A.D.

1650

RUSHING

RIVIR

PARK

1165

TRADE LAKE

*

A.D.

1685

L0NG SAULT

(DdKn-l)

A.D.

1750

*

Saskatchewan
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Blackduck and Selkirk maærials were mixed adds to the difEculty. Some insight is
gleaned, however, from the date of the

l¿urel component. There is no evidence that the

Lau¡el and Blackduck components were contemporaneous, as the Lau¡el component was
alrnost totally isolated. Therefore, it can be said that the Blackduck component at Bundoran
was laid down after A.D. 900. Evidence is also available in the types of Blackduck
ceramics recovered from Bundo¡an. As shown by the master ceramics charts, the "early,'

Blackduck decorative mot'rfs, cord marks, paddled bodies, and round punctates, appear in

only 18 sherds representing 10 vessels. The remaining sherds, representing 22 vessels, all
show the characte¡istics of a lack of cord marking and/or non-¡ound punctates. This would
suggest two Blackduck occupations at Bundoran, a small, perhaps shonJived occupation

just after A.D. 900, and a later occupation, after ttre reEeat of Laurel from the area, after

A.D. 1200. The similarity of many of the later Blackduck vessels to those ¡ecovered from
ttre Blackduck component at the

lådy

Rapids site suggests that the late Budoran Blackduck

ceramics may have been deposited as late as A.D. 1500. If this is indeed the case, then the

Blackduck and Selkirk components, which were mixed to a certain degree, may show
some contemporaniety at Bundoran.

Selkirk Dates

Overlap berween Blackduck and Selkirk occupations, as reprcsented by their ceramics,
occu¡s in Ontario and Manitoba, but not in Minnesota. Selkirk groups were found to live

fu¡her north in Manitoba than were the Manitoba Blackduck. Selki¡k in Onta¡io fust
appeared around the tenth century

4.D., but the majority of

the occupations took place

beween A.D. 1300-1600. "Selkirk components have been discovered from northeastem
Saskatchewan..., eastward to the nonh shore of

l¿ke Superior

as

far east as

Michipicotan..., and from northern Minnesota...northwa¡d to the Hudson Bay
Lnwlands"@ajnovich, 1985:52).
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Selkirk ceramics are notable for the fabric impression on theh surfaces, including necks
and sometimes lips. As with the Blackduck ceramics, groups of Selkirk ceramic motifs
have been given their own ærminology (MacNeish, 1958), which continues to be used in
the face of expanding ceramic collections. Also like Blackduck, certain Selki¡k ceramic

deco¡ative motifs can be grouped geographicatly. The tlpe most often associated with
southerly Selkirk groups is

displaying fabric impressed rims

and lips, with a plain interior. ln contrast, in the most northerly sites, Clea¡water Lake

þ¡nç¡ap cer¿mics dominate. These a¡e fabric imFressed ceramics that display one row of
punctates on the ¡im. Other va¡ieties include Sturgeon Punctate (fab'ric impress with two

rows ofpunctates), Sandv Lake (cord wrapped paddled bodies, plain rims and paddled

lips), and Sturgeon Falls Fabric Impressed (CWS on fab'ric impressed rims, diagonal CWS
lips, plain interiors). The more northerly Selkirk sites have also been indentified by the
presence of ceramic "plates", and some sites, including Bundoran, have recently produced

native ceramic pipe bowls.

In the Selkirk component at Bundoran, Alexander Fabric Impressed is by far the
dominant Selki¡k ceramic decorative type. Placing the Selkirk component within the Selki¡k
chronology for no¡thwestern Ontario may be possible if rhe above mentioned
contemporaneity with the Blackduck component holds true. A similar date fo¡ the Selkirk
component at Bundoran is given added cre€dence if one compares the Selkirk vessels with
those recovered from other Selkirk sites. The Bundoran Selkirk ceramics are simila¡ to
ceramics recovered from the Spruce Point site

(DjKq-l). This site has been

dated to

approximately A.D. 150ù1600. This makes a Blackduck/Selki¡k overlap at Bundoran a
definite possibility, however, any final statement on this topic is difficult. As mentioned

previously, the mixing of Blackduck and Selkirk components though historic disturbance
makes placing components into a date seriation difFrcult, The fact that Blackduck and

Selkirk overlapped spatially and temporally in northwestem Ontario, however, leaves open
the possibility of Blackduclç/Selkirk inreracrion at Bundoran.
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Such interaction has been documented at other sites. Reid has stated that "...a

Selki¡k/Blackduck coocupation of large areas of nonhwestern Ontario hæ previously been
defined...and it would seem that on the basis of this date (4.D.1750)... [for the Long Sault

sitel ...and that from Lady Rapids... that the Wanikan (Sandy lake) people just south of
the study area may have been interacting with both Blackduck and Selki¡k

neþbon over

a

considerable length of time" (Reid, 1984:39). This assumes that Blackduck and Selkirk
groups, indicated by their pottery styles, were individual, identifiable cultures, which
shared few

taits. This

has been proven to be neither true nor false, therefore assumptions

based upon the truthfulness of the above statement must be made cautiously.

The dating of the l¿u¡el, Blackduck and Selkkk components at the Bundora¡r site has
had to have been carried out through relative means. The fact that all the components at

Bundoran were most likely deposited within a 500 year span makes the site an important

indicator of the social and cultural dynamics of the late Middle and Late Woodland. This

will

be developed in the

following chapter.
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CHAPTERVI
LAIJREL RESIDENTIAL AND SETTTÆMENT PATTERNS
Lau¡el Movement

Through its existence, the Laurel culrure occupied a wide a¡ea of north cenffil and
norttreastern Norttr America. Described as a "basically independant cultu¡al development"

(Lugenbeal, 1976:637) the Laurel culnre has been found to have lived in Westem Quebec,

nofthem Ontario and northern Manitoba, east-central Saskarchewan, norûern Minnesota
and Michigan @awson, 1983). These occupations did not occur simultaneously, however.

The early history of l¿u¡el shows expansions from the northwestern Onta¡io/northern
Minnesota core, east to Lake Superior, and north to Manitoba and norúwestem Onta¡io.

Lau¡el then contracted to the west after A.D. 800 @ajnovich, Reid, Shay, 1982). Due to
this contraction, Laurel sites in Michigan and Minnesota disappear from the archaeological
record earlier than from sites in Onu¡io and Manioba (Buchner, 1979).
Shifts in l,aurel ware types over time were, for the most part, used to date the above
periods in the l¿urel archaeological record, just as shifts in ware types were used in the
previous chapter to dat€ the components at the Bundoran site. The causes ofthese shifts are
not definit€ly known, because there is cunently no conceptual framework to account for the
archaeological data; however, the¡e are several possible explanations for the dispenal of

I¿u¡el culture sites over time. Beacause the reasons for Lau¡el ceramic decorative elements
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going in and out of favo¡ are not known, a certain amount of conjecture is necessary if one
is to be awa¡e of all possible factors regarding

laurel ware rype dispersal.

Certain ceramic decorative elements a¡e associated with vessels that a¡e said to have
been produced by the

l¿u¡el cultu¡e

(see Chapær

IV). The reasons for choosing certain

decorative elements over others may initially be as simple as potters choosing decoration
based on personal preferences, or what is "in style". The disappearance

l¿urel

vessels from Minnesota after

of "raditional"

A.D. 800 may then be the result of Laurel-style vessels

falling out of favo¡ with the ¡esidents of that area. Funher along this line, ceramic
decorative styles may be the result ofpotters who, living in areas that border different
cultures, as in Syms co-influence shpere model (Syms, 1980), adapt some of their pottery
styles to mix with thei¡ own. This wor¡ld appea¡ as a new pottery style in the archaeological

record, and may be misinterpreted as representing the disappearance ofthe former culture.
The apparent movement of pottery types may also be the result of ma¡riage. Ifone
assumes that most Laurel potters were women, as Rogers and Black (1976) have noted

for

the l9th century Ojibwa, then the decorative styles of the pottery would move if the new
bride joined her husbands family. The northward move of

laurel pottery after A.D. 800

may then be the result of inc¡eased inte¡ma¡riage with northerly groups. Geographical
shifts in zones where certain styles are popular among potters nìay also explain Laurel site
dispersal. A change in the function of

l¿urel

vessels may also cause the archaeological

record to imply the occupation and desenion of certain a¡eas, Ifvessel shape and decoration
change to reflect a new function, a stable population may seem to "disappear" from the
archaeological rccord.

Another possible cause of the dispersal of

I¡u¡el

sites over time is the actual physicat

rnovement of the groups the exclusively produced laurel-style ceramics. The possible
movement of the laurel people from south to north is evident in the a¡chaeological remains

of several l,au¡el sites. Lugenbeal (1976) noæd

a south to no¡th ceramic patteming.

Also,

the sites along the "Boundry Waærs/Rainy take/Lake of the Woods and Winnipeg River"
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system have been daæd, and show a chronological sequence from the southeast to the north

@eid, 1984). The methods and causes for this movement may also be found within these
sites. The site sequence follows the di¡ection of the water flow in the aforementioned
system, indicating the most simple patæm of Laurel movement.
One possible cause of

l¿urel

expansion may h¿ys bee¡ çlim¿tic changes in the regions

north of the l¿ke ofthe Woods area.ln his repon on the 1978 Caribou l,ake project in
northern Manitoba, Buchner (1979) notes that a slight shift in ecozones is evident at the
site, and he questions whether they rnay have been the impetus for l,aurel people to move

north, pushing out the existing A¡chaic people from the area- This question has not yet
been resolved.

The movement that did take place generally went fiom west to east before A.D. 800,
and east to west after

A.D. 800. Laurel movement was limited to certain areas, for example

"...the Albany River system, although known and used by the Laurel people, was on rhe

Ainge of their sphere of influence"(Riddle, 1981:256). The reason for I¿urel expansion
stopping at the Albany Rivø may be due to the same facton that inspi¡ed their movement in
the

frst place, a change in ecozones. In

surveys of the Albany River area, Riddle

interpreted a deliberate shift away from the northem l,owla¡ld envi¡onmental zones on the
part of the Laurel cultu¡e."The smaller sample of Laurel ceramics on the eætem end of the

Albany River, when compared to the recoveries made from the western portion of the river,
may indicate less use was made of the periphery of the sheild near the edge of the Hudson
Bay lnwlanüCanadian Sheild interface. The differences in the environment between the
sheild and the Lowlands may have caused the population to view the lowlands with

disfavor"(Riddle,

198 I :256).

For laurel goups, site selection meant especially setting up camp neå¡ water (Janzen,
1961:101). In Ontario, the laurel predilection towards camping near watercourses is
evident as Smith noted in her 1980 surveys wherc 46Vo of sites are found along lakes and

rivers, and where "...islands provide ideal summer conditions"(Smith, 1980:122). The
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reason for these types of locations b€ing selected as camp sites relates to the easy access to
resources on a seasonal basis. Rogers (1967) reported that the Mistassini built their

suûlmer structu¡es close to the shoreline of lakes or rivers, while thei¡ winter strucrures

we¡e 10G200 metres inland. He also noted that winter occupations generally were located

If

on an easterly-facing piece of land, to shelter the camp from the prevailing west winds.
an ethnographic analogy can be made with

l¿wel

encampments such.as Bundoran, which

is adjacent to water on a westerly-facing piece of land, then a summer seasonal ¡eference

may be infered. Based upon the prevalence of fish remains in laurel sites (see
Subsistence), spring and summer fishing may have been an important pan of Laurel
subsistence. These fishing camps might have also be used as an opportunity to take part in

social and,/or political activities with other l¿urel groups. After the prime fishing season
was over, the camp might have been b,¡oken into smaller hunting camps. Syms has stated
his theories on

l¿urel subsistence sEategy for the three main

a¡eas

of Laurel occupation: (1)

seasonally intense utilization of fìsh on the upper Great Lakes followed by diffuse hunting;

(2) seasonal shifts ac¡oss Mixed Conifer-Ha¡dwood and Pa¡kland biomes in northern
Minnesota, and (3) scattered distribution of sites relying on diffuse ¡esources in eastern and
northern Manitoba and adjacent Ontario" ( Syms, 1977;quoted in Rajnovich, Reid, Shay,
1982:101).
The later history of the Laurel culture shows it disappearing from ttre southerly and
easterly sites, retreating westward and norttr into Manitoba. Perhaps not so coincidentally,
the end of the Middle or "Initial",Woodland and the beginning

of the Late or "Terminal,,

Woodland periods coincided with a "climatic a¡nelioration" a period of warming
temperatures, in which the edge of the boreal forest was appearing further north. South

of

this came mixed woodland forests, which had been more fully exploited by another people,
the Blackduck. "This was an era of æmporal overlap with the

laurel cultu¡e which

extended over three hundred years"@awson, 1983:Ð), The decline of

l¿u¡el

and the

concurent rise of Blackduck and later Selki¡k in northwestern Ontario might have been
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panially the story of climatic change and adaptations ofa different culture group in the
It may also have been the ¡esult of intermarriage between groups, or

a change

area

in the

ceramics of the l¿u¡el cultu¡e itself. The r¡ltimaæ cause of the disappea¡ance of the Lau¡el

culture from the archaeological record is not lnown.
Laurel House Structures

ln order to attempt the reconstruction of a panicula¡ cultu¡e's ¡esidential patteming,
archaeologists have analyzed the rernains ofhouse structures in several sites. House
structure studies have been found to be of great value in this area, as the reconstruction of
the living and work spaces indicated in an archaeological siæ often lead to inferences as to

the social customs of that past culture. As noted by Fleæher; "Structures are important not

only for their material firnction in providing shelter and storage, but also because they form
the coherent frame for community life and reflect its regularities"@lercher, 1977:55).

The analysis of house structure in the past has been attempted through the creation of

arbitrary units of analysis, from small and faùly simple units to large and complex units.
Flannery defined his smallest unit of analysis as the "activity area", that is , "areas (hat) are
spatially restricted a¡eæ where a specific task or set of related tasks has been carried on,
and they are generally characterized by a scatter of tools, waste products, and/or raw

materials; a feature or set of features may also be present"(Flannery, 1976:34). This wæ

usefi

to Flannery in his analysis of Mesoamerican village sites, and this unit of analysis

would also be useful in northwestern Onta¡io, where featu¡es such as hearths often have
associated scattøs of lithic and/or ceramic anifacts.

Winær (1976) introduced a concept that might be even more useful in the study of
houses in northwestem Ontario the "household cluster", which includes the analysis of the
house and the associated hearths and work areas together. The household cluster is a

useful concept because the levels of analysis begin with the house itself, then includes
features often associated with houses, such as hearths, storage and refuse pits. Perhaps
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more important than a simple description of the house and its contents,"The household
cluster concept is useful because it provides a cente¡ in which pits, burials, house ¡emains
and other features can be understood not simply as isolated cultural features, but as

manifestations of a specific segrrent of society"(Winter, 1976:25).If the household cluster
reprcsents social units, as is suggested by Winter, then this concept

s/ill help

ûo

interp¡et

the archaeological ¡ecoveries in ærms od making sorcial and cultu¡eal inferences as to the

occupants of that house.
Other archaeologists have ñ¡rther elaborated on human settlements and the living
pattems they indicated. Chang (1958) decla¡ed two definitions of rcsidential
patterning,"...( 1) Settlement pattern: the manner in which human settlements are arranged
over the landscape in relation to physiographic environmenl (2) Community pattem: the
manner in which the i¡habitants arr¿nge their various sructures within the community and

their communities within the aggregate"(Chang, 1958:299). This sort of community study
has not yet been attempted regarding Laur€l settlement, because the scope of the Laurel

culture house building has only recently been reveåled. The extent of the Laurel house

building and the infered activities and community patteming shown in Laurel house sites,
however, has been tentatively describ€d.
The

l¡urel

house structu¡e at the Bundoran site is one of several strucrures discovered at

l¿u¡el sites in northwestem Ontario. The Ballysadare site (DkKp-10), nea¡ the source of
the ttrinnipeg River, is thus far the ea¡liest

l¿urel structure discovered, with a date of 2100

+/- 165 8.P., or 150 B.C. The house itself is represented by "...a surrounding line of
small ropks and by a distinctive soil change with light grey-brown hard packed fine loam
inside the feature surrounded by the darker, coarser loose loam of the general occupation
zone"(Reid and Rajnovich, 1985:6). Soil was not the only difference between the inside
and outside of the structue. Intemally, there were five times more artifacß discovered than

extemally.
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A slightly laær

siæ, the Fisk site

@lKp-l), is situated

on the MacFa¡lane Rive¡, four

kilometres southwest of the Ballysadare site.The MacFarlane flows into the Winnipeg
Rive¡. The house at Fisk is rep¡esented by a line of small rocks, with associated post
moulds,and, like Ballysadare, the soil, while all fine brown lo¡m, was hard packed on the
inside of the strucn¡re and loosely packed on the outside. There were also more artifacts
recovered from inside the structu¡e than outside.
This house contained several features; (1) a ci¡cular pit 60 cm in diameter and 9-30 cm
deep. It contained hard packed black loam, l¿u¡el ceramics, and a large yellow ochre

nodule, (2) a hearth, partially desroyed. It was up to one mere in diameter and up, to 34
cm deep. Inside wæ ash, bumt bone, fi¡e-cracked ¡ocks Lau¡el ceramics and red ochre
ftakes, (3) a second hearttr, oval in shape, 1.3 meres long and up to 48 cm deep. This
hea¡th contained similar remains to those listed

fü

the previous hearth.

And (4),

a

circula¡

pit,4O cm in diameter, and l8 cm deep. It contained black loam and some Laurel ceramics.
The Meek site, @jKp-3) is located on an island in Tranquil Channel, in the lake of the
Woods. The house consisted of a small line of ¡ocks and post moulds. Like the previous
sites, more a¡tifacts rvere discovered inside the house than ouside. The dates for this site

ranged from A.D. 280 to A.D. 450. A later nonhwestern Ontario site is Ballynacree

(DkKp-8). It is located at the northwest end of Tunnel Island, at the source of the Winnipeg
River in the town of Kenora, Ontario. An oval line of rocks with associated post moulds
was discovered here, much like the sites mentioned above. Also like the above sites, soil
was hard packed on the interio¡ of the house, and lmsely packed on the exærio¡, and

anifact concentrations were higher inside than oul One slight change from the previously
mentioned sites is ûlat the house at Ballynaøee appears to have been bumed. Th¡ee dates

from this site place it ûom A.D.12ñ to A.D. 1270. (Reid and Rajnovich, 1985)
In the northem l¿ke Michigan area, the Summer Island site is comprised of four
structures, th¡ee circula¡ houses and an elongated lodge. These structures, dated a¡oud

A.D. 250 +/- 100 yea¡s, was the home base for approximately 30 individuals. @rose,
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1970a) These sructures also displayed a similar panerning of hearths, artifact

concentrations and soil changes as revealed by the prcvious sites.
The Bundo¡a¡ site @jKn-5) fits well in the patæm that has be¿n revealed in the above
siæs.

It too reveals

an oval line of ¡ocks and post moulds,

with hard packed soil in the

interior, and loosely packed soil in the exterio¡. There were also mo¡e artifacts inside the
house than outside (see Chapter Two), and the artifact patterning inside showed clustering

of ceramics and lithics in units 35, 36 and 37.
Laurel Residential Patteming

The result of the investigations at Bundoran and the other sites is a description of the

Laurel house remains, their intemal activity areas, and the enti¡e household cluster.The
Laurel structures describ€d above have been variously described as either houses or lodges.
The lodges, in general, were 6-8 metres long and 3-5 meres wide. It is possible that poles,
sharpened at one end, were set venically into the ground and bent inward. This would
account for the post moulds found at Bundoran and other sites. The covering of the lodge
was probably either hide or birchba¡k. Inside there was a central hearth, or more

likely,several hearths, and storage pits, which would be located next to the walls (Reid and
Rajnovich, 1985). The houses were generally circular or oval in shape. The construction
techniques were the same as used for building the lodge, as well as would the inclusion

of

interior hea¡th and storage pits. Most of these estimates were based on the remains f¡om the
sites listed above and on analogies to Mistassini and Clee bands (Rogers, 1973), and

Ojibwa (Rogers and Black, 1976), who construcred similar dome-shaped lodges.
The change in soil colou¡ and compactness that is found at Bundoran and other sites is a

result of concentrated human rafüc over a smâll arca over a period of time. Lau¡el
structures were probably built during inclement weather (early spring), and Reid has

theorized that woven mats, placed on the floors during these periods of poor weather for
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exffi warmth and protection in the lodge, would result in

the compacted floors found

in

Laurel structures. ( Reid and Rajnovich, 1985)
The orientation of Laurel houses is generally in an east to south direction. Reid

commentei that this may be due to the laurel people wanting to have the entrance of the
lodge facing the rising sun in the morning. If this is true, it is probably the earliest
incidence of this sort of preference. As Reid noæs, this patærn is not generally found in

Archaic sites, but seems to be found in later Selkirk sites.
Laurel lodges may have housed around eight to ten people, and this was probably an
extended family unit (Brose, 1970b). This very tentative estimation was based on

ethnographic analogies to Rogers (1967) work, and a resulting calculation of 28.0 square
feet of living space per occupant.

Artifact disribution within Laurel houses and lodges seems to indicate that different job
ståtions were assigned within the structure. The living areas would be expected to show a

high concentration of ceramics and lithics, with associated hearths. The hearths themselves,
rcpresented by parches of cha¡coal or fi¡e-stained soil, contain concentrations of ceramics,

lithics, and fire-cracked or bumt rocks. A rcfuse pit or midden contain low to moderate
concentrations of ceramics and lithics, while chipping stations show high concentrations

of lithics. There may or may not be other artifacß at the chipping stations (Ilamilton,
1981).

At larger Laurel sites, such as the Summer Island site (Janzen,1968) described,

there would be two main activity areæ. The

family, such

as

fint would be for

flint working, the second would

be

the activities of a single

for "diversified activities",

a workshop

for group activities.
Another large laurel site, Summer Island, was described by Brose (1970 a,b) and
consisted of three ci¡cular houses and one elongaæd lodge. The thirty individuals he says

lived there occupied the siæ from first spring thaw (the time ofthe building of the house) to
late summer, April to Sepæmber in that region. This fits the supposition by Reid that the
houses were built during inclement weather (early spring).

It also gives a possible seasonal
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reference for the occupation at Bundoran. Brose goes on to say that, when it came time to
leave the lodge, the poles would be left, and the hides or coverings would be taken to the

next camp site, Inside the lodge, Brose has theorized the use ofposts for screens, ¡acks
and possibly for use as a spit.

The srucru¡al analysis that Brose conducæd led him to several hypotheses, some of

which may help define activity areas at the Bundoran site. He has stated úat

as the

number

and weight of fire-cracked rock increases in the refuse pits, so does the number of different

a¡tifacts. This is due to the fact that the artifacts dropped near the he¿rth would be th¡own
out with the refuse. He goes on to state that a central hearth is the norm, and that if there a¡e

two heanhs, the southern one will be larger and deeper. While four hearths appear at
Bundoran, the most southerly one is the largest and deepest. The number of hearths at
Bundoran may represent consecutive occupations, or seperate hearths for seperate group
members, though ttre true cause of the four hearths is not deñnitely known.
Brose continues, and states that refuse pits tend to be dug along walls, and that there

will

be fewer artifacts in refuse pits that are farthest from the hearths. As

for storage pits,

he states that once they were empty, their primary function was as refuse pits. Brose sums
up his analysis by stating that care was taken to keep the hearth area clear, and the area with
the least trafñc, along the walls, had more refuse placed the¡e. This is somewhat evident at

DjKn-s, where clusters of ceramics and other artifacts were found near or within the ¡ock
oudine.
Broses' analysis of chipping stations was also quite detailed. He states that raw cores
were produced outside the structures, while blades and bifaces were produced in the
southeast part of the structure, and bipolar cores were produced in the northwest and
northeast part of the structure. He go€s on to say that bipolar blades were produced outside
the east wall.

At Bundoran,

a

lithic chipping station does seem to occu¡ in units 35, 36, 37

and 44 around the largest and most southerly hearth. In these fou¡ units, 179 non-utilized

flakes and deb'ris were ¡ecovered fiom level CI, the highest and latest of the Laurel strata.
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Also, units 49, 50 and 55 produced 123 non-utilized flakes in the midst of high ceramic
concentrations. The remaining 20 units produced only 160 total non-utilized flakes. This
seems to indicate that the a¡ea a¡ound the southerly wall may have been used as a refuse

dump' As for the applicability of the rest of Broses'fmdings, a bipolar core was recovered
from unit 61, the northwest corner of the excavation. However, since the enti¡e structure
was not revealed during excavation, it is difficult to say with any cenainty whether that

panicular unit represents the most northwesterly part of the srucnue.
The final working of biface flakes into pmjectile points, Brose states, took place inside
the structu¡e, roughly between the entrance and the hearth. This is pmbably nue fo¡ other
tool reductions as well as projectile points at Bundoran. He also states that block cores
were reduced to usable flakes at the west and north end

ofthe structures. The lack of

having the entire structu¡e revealed also makes application of this statement to Bundoran

difficult.
Brose add¡esses the question of food production areas as follows. He states that the
preparation of food' butchering, etc., took place outside the structüe. Inside, near the

heafhs, women may have retouched scrapers prior to thei¡ use in food preparation. This
also may account fo¡ the lithics discovered near the hearths at Bundoran. There we¡e bone

tool production areas, according to Brose, which, with nearly all stone tool production,
was the duty of the adult males. The adult females would be responsible for the

fi¡al food

and skin preparation. The women would also have clothing manufacnre areas which, by
natu¡e of the materials used would not appear in the archaeological record, and do not at

Bundoran.
The final outcome of Broses' analysis is an investigation into the laurel household
patterning based on archaeological remains, a risþ venture at the best of times. He
rewiewed existing theories on Laurel social organization, and madg an attempt to eliminate
some outdated or inaccu¡ate data:"If the ¡esults of the studies by Deetz and

hngacre

are
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valid, then the residence pattems displayed by the ceramics at Summer Island argue against
a

matrilocal, matrilineal social organization."@rose, 1970a:55)
Brose goes on to state his own theory: "The only other post-nuptual residence pattem

remaining is one of prefered parilocality"(Brcs€, 1970a:55).If this is indeed the case with

l¿urel, then Brose

has conributed to the study of

prehisoric social organization and give

other archaeologists a basis on which clea¡er distinctions of residential patteming may be
based However, his "process of elimination" method of deciding on the residence pattem
displayed by the

l¿uel

houses should be viewed cautiously.

While human variation does

not p€rmit rigid pauerning of sites, the general patterning of Laurel houses shows a degree

of consistency which should be applicable for furu¡e sites.
The Bundoran Laurel component, uralyzed as a "household cluster", tentatively reveals
an economic and social unit that was engaged in activities that possibly included fishing as

its main focus. Different tasks were possibly assigned to different a¡eæ of the house, and
one a¡ea was identified as having possibly been used as a chipping station. The relationship

of this household cluster to other Lau¡el household clusters is not lnown. Bu¡ials are thus
far found in ¡elation to houses only at the Long Sault site, where a major group of burial
mounds is located. Why other l,au¡el house sites contain no burial mounds, or any other
discove¡ed burials, is also not known.

Subsistence

In order to reconstruct the past lifeways of Middle and l¿te Woodland people, a certain
amount of ethnographic data may be applied to their study. Brose did this at Summer Island
regarding residence pattems, and it can also be applied to subsistence strategies. As for
etlmographic comparisons regarding the l¿urel, Blackluck and Selki¡k culru¡es, Buchner
(1979:125) has stated that "...all these groups followed a way of life most similar to

historic Algonkian-speaking peoples residing in the a¡ea...". In regarding subsistence for
the groups mentioned, certain general parameters may be applied. The basic principles

of
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subsistence are (1) to seek food resou¡ces bæed on easy accessability, (2) to

disribute

human population to reduce time and energy spent on hunting, etc., and (3) have

contingency plans. The ability of a group to quickly adapt to new conditions was an
imFortant factor in thei¡ survival. As Rogers and Black (197 6:32) noted in rheir
ethnographic analysis of the Weaganþw Qibwa, "the flexibility of group size, along with
the mobility ofpersons and households between groups, cannot be oversEessed in

considering the adaptive straægies by which these people succe€ded in suwiving."
The way in which this flexibility was ca¡ried out was by having base and satelite camps
to acquire food. The "base camps", located on waterways or points of land extending into
lakes or rivers, were occupied for the longest pe¡iod of time throughout the year, with
sattelite camps established seasonally on waterways or in the hinterland- The size of the
sattelite camps was dependant upon the type of resou¡ces that were to be exploited there.

"The æchnology for securing fish was more complex than that employed in hunting and
gatlrering"@ogers and Black, 1976:6), Access to resources was also a facto¡ in subsistence
strategy, as certain game was only available on a limited basis. Rogers and Black suggest
that cenain game was only sought

if

no other options were available."It appears that

caribou were generally sought only when fish were difficult to catch and ha¡e \üere scarce,
a

condition that might occur in late winter"@ogers and Black,

197

6:10),

The applicability of these guidelines to the Woodland culrures is supporred well in the
archaeological record. The laurel people, though known primarily for theA reliance on
ñshing, had to maintain a va¡ied diet over the changing s€asons. The scope of this diet has
been suggested by Smith (1981:50) when she stated that,

"laurel people may have

followed a seasonal round of activities and evidence exists that settled vitlage life was also
practised. Large ând sm¡ll ¡¡¿¡¡¡¡als, fish, bkds, and possibly wild rice were eaten." The
aquisition of ñsh was mainly a spring or fall activity, and sites where this took place would
show few projectile points, and many uniface scrapers @uchner, 1980). One of the most

ofæn aquired fish by the Laurel people was probably the lake srrugeon, a large fîsh
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useful for its' flesh, skin and oil. The prime sturgeon fishing season coincides with the
proposed season of occupation at the Bundoran site, spring or early summer. ,'Spawning
occurs in the spring or early sunmer.

It (the sturgeon) may ascend streams for this purpose

or spawn in the shallow water of lakes"(Scott ,

laurel component

197 4:7),

As mentioned previously, the

at Bundoran contains a small unount of projectile

points with

a large

amount of scrapers. While the coincidence of these facors does not in itself prove that
stl¡Igeon were the prime resource taken at the Bundoran site, it does suggest its possibility.
The exploitation of faunal resources at other sites follows this panern. At the Summer
Island site, sturgeon, small mammals, occasional moose, deer and local plants were all

utilized. The proportions (weighed in grams) found to have been used at summer Island
are as follows; mammal 14.287o, fish (mainly sturgeon) 84.62Vo, bi¡ds 0.352a and tu¡tle
0.157o (Brose, 1970b). This compares well to other Lau¡el sites. At Juntunen, the

proportions were mammal 8.87o, fish

I had mammal 36.5Vo, fish

87 .6Vo,

62.3Vo, btrd,O,l

Vo

bird l,9Vo and wTle l.7%o. Mclnstry Mound
and tu¡rle 0.62o. The Smith site Laurel

component displayed a more even faunal collection, with mammal 47 ,l%o, ñsh 5Z.5Vo btrd
0.47¿ and tu¡tle 0.2vo. Q-ugenbeal1976:366)

lnng Sault

one site where rhis trend is reversed is rhe

site. Herc, Arthu¡s notes that during the laæ Mclnsury phase, mammals

represented 51.207o of faunal ¡ecoveries, while fish was only 23.687o of faunal recoveries,

weighed in grams. The Bundoran site faunal recoveries, while small, consisæd of 64.22¿
ftsh,32.87o mammal and 3.07o avian, by weight in grams. The interpretation of the faunal
remains at these si¡es is haza¡dous. comparing the amount of particular types of faunal
remains by weight may skew the results to indicaæ a greater number of mammals used at
the site, as mammal bones are generally heavier than fish and avian bones (Lugenbeal,

1976:355). Comparing bone types by number, however, may also produce misleading
results, as the nrore fragile bones, fish and avian, may fragment more often, and produce a
bone count that innacurately rcflects the procurement of faunal resou¡ces at that site. The
percentages listed above, however, based on bone weight, a¡e useful in making some
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general statements as to animal resoruce use at these sites. Whatever the margin of error is

contained in these statistics, one can still søte with some cenainty that fish \,vere generally

utilized in far greater numbers at most of the sites than mammal or bird.
What one can infer fiom these figures is admittedly tentative. The sites that Lugenbeal
discusses a¡e assumed to be spring and summer occupations, based upon ethnographic
analogies with the Ojibway (Lugen&a1,1976:376) and, on finding that the beaver remains

from these sites werc all immature individuals. Therefore, the infered seæonality of these
siæs is largely the ¡esult of circumstrntial evidence, which points to possible, but not

definite, spring and summer occupation. The reve¡sal of this trend at the long Sault site
has not been explained by this reasoning.

The subsistence orientation of the Blackduck culture was, though similar, more
balanced and diversiñed than that of the l¿urel cultu¡e. Early Blackduck components at the

Smith site showed a faunal collection that contained 24.4Vo mammal remuns,
0.87o

T

4.6Vo {rsh,

bi¡d and 0.3Vo turtle. In contrast, the late Blackduck component at the same site

produced 54.2Vo mammal remains, 45.37¿ fish remains,0.4Vo bird and 0,2Vo twtle.
(Lugenbeal, 1976:366) In addition to the resou¡ces listed above, Hamilton (1981:22) states
ttrat the Blackduck people who utilized the Aspen Pa¡kland a¡ea of southwestem Manitoba
adapted their subsistence srategy to

include large-scale exploitation of bison.
Laurel Transition

Within the past ten years, certain Middle and l.åte Woodland sites have produced
cerâmic vessels that show motifs that seem to combine raditional

l¿u¡el and Blackduck

styles. These "transitional" vessels, such as found at Wenasaga Rapids,

lady Rapids

and

Potato Island are the basis of a supposition that the l,aurel culture gradually changed into,

or became part of, what became recognized as the Blackduck culture. At Potato Island,
Koezur, Wright and Dawson (1976) claimed that the period A.D. 600-800 wæ the rime of
this transition, and described the ceramics found at that site as follows:43.27o is
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Blackduck, 37.8Vo is Selkirk, 20.57o is "transitional" and 2.3Vo is Sandy Lake. There were
no strictly l,aurel ceramics found. They also state that at Howells Lake,48,9Vo of the
vessels ¡ecovered there were Selkirk,l6.2Vo were "u'ansitional" and 34.9Vo were Laurel.

Callaghan (1982) also has postulated a tentative relationship between l¿urel and

Blackduck.
The theory that 'ï-au¡el becomes Blackduck" is a vague and rather weak one. Even the

proponens of the idea admit that there arc problems with such a theory. In refering to the
Howells

l¡ke

materials, the authon state that," it could not be detemined whether one

replaced ttre other or whether they were in part contemporaneous"(Koezur, Wright,

Dawson, 1976:76).
That there is some temporal overlap between l,aurel and Blackduck is certain; however,
rather than a cultu¡al transition as an explanation for the existance of the vessels, Hamilton
(1981) has suggested a different reason. This is, that lYoodland occupations

of

northwestem Ontario, by and large, consisted ofthe r¡rain residence a¡eas surrounded by
peripheral activity areas. It would be in these peripheral areas, where "standatdized" ideas
about motifs would be thei¡ weakest" and most receptive to new influences. This would
seem to be most

likely, especially during late Laurel times, when the centre of a¡ea of

influence was moving north and \vest, and wor¡ld be vunerable to intrusive Blackduck
influences. Perhaps a Woodland version of Syms' co-influence sphere model (Syms,
1980) would help to describe the ultimate disappearance of the Lau¡el culru¡e in the

archaeological record.

oo

CHAPTERVII
Summa¡,v and Conclusions

In the preceeding chapten, data from the classification and analysis of the a¡tifacts and
features recovered from DjKn-5 have been used to describe the Middle and Late Woodland

occupations represented at the Bundoran site. The study of the lithic collection was
intended to show whether certain tool types were prefered by differcnt cultu¡al occupations
at the site, and whether the

lithics between

disribution of utilized stone anifacts and non-utilized (waste)

strata would indicate prefered work areas at the site. The study also

intended to illusfate raw material use among the culn¡¡al st¡ata and discover

if

there were

any demonsEable preferences for raw material use in specific tools, or by specific cultures.

The findings indicated that local quartz and rhyolites were the most commonly used
materials. Diagnostic lithics were disributed fairly evenly aooss the site, with the
exceptions of comer-norched projectile points and unifacial end scrapers being recovered in
greater numbers in strata C, A¡ea C, the Laurel componenl Also in this component, the

proportion of waste stone to utilized lithics ¡ose ftrom be¡reen 2-l to 3-1 up to 5- I to

6-

I in

units that bordered on hea¡th featu¡es. This indicated prefered work areas for tool making
or retouching.

The analysis of the ceramic collection was intended

o identify cultural strara through

ceramic decorative elements, as well as date these strata through ceramic seriation. Some

of

the te¡hnical and fi¡nctional elements of the Middle and l¿te Woodland ceramics were also
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discussd

and possible uses for ceramic vessels arnong the cultures present at Bundoran

were mentioned. The ceramic analysis showed that the Iaurel component was limited to

Area C, strata C, the strata containing the house structu¡e remains. The rest of the site
contained Blackduck and Selkirk deposits, often in the same srata. The components ofthe
site were daæd as follows:

l¿urelt 4.D.900, Blackduck; A.D, 1200-1500, and Selkirk;

A.D. 1500. The function of the ceramic vessels at Bundoran was not precisely known,
although cooking and storage were the most likely uses.
The main focus of the analysis of the Bundoran site was upon the largest feanre of the
site, an arched aligriment of rocks with associated artifacs, post moulds and heartly'storage

pits that was identified as a Lau¡el house. The house was one of seven such featu¡es
discovered in northwestern Onurio and northern Minnesota, and comparisons between the
Bundoran house and the other house sites were made. The remaining Blackduck and

Selkirk componens were described and dated through ceramic seriation.
The ¡esults of the analysis of the Bundoran site components were as follows. The

l,aurel component contains the remains of

a

l¿urel house, and

the occupation of this house

was dated through ceramic seriation to approxirnately A.D. 900. The site was

likely

occupied in spring or early surnmer, and the main subsistance activity was probably

fishing. These conclusions were reached through comparative studies with other house
sites, the presence of many unifacially retouched end scrapers in the

laurel component (this

tool has often been associated with susp€cted flshing camps), and the general site location.

h

addition, analogies to historic Algonkian groups showed a simila¡ site selection with

rcgards to the season and the purpose of the encampmenL It was estimated that the house

possibly contained 8-10 persons, either a single extended fanily

or

several nuclear

farrilies. The Blackduck and Selkirk occupations were likewise probably fishing camps,
but further speculation was impossible due to the mixed nature of the deposits from these
cultu¡es.

't 01
Overall, the Bundoran house site fits well into the collection of recently discovered

l,au¡el houses in nonhwestern Ontario. Since these sites have only been discovered in the
past 10-15 yean, analysis of l¿urel houses thus far has

þ6¡ limilsd

to site descriptions

and tentative comparisons. The point has now been reached, however, at which enough
data exists to serve as the foundation fo¡ a model of Lau¡el houses.

The application of models creaæd for other setdement studies, such as Flannery (1976)
and Chang (1958) a¡e of value to the northwesærn Ontario situation, The Lau¡el house

¡emains at the Bundoran site and the other I¿u¡el house sites listed in the text show
consistently similar remains, therefore it may be concluded that the house, as an analytic

unit, shows a circular o¡ ovoid formation of ¡ocks demarcating the house walls, with
associated post moulds indicating posts on which the house covering was laid. The

"activity area" concept showed tool production or retouching areas nea¡ hearths inside the
house, and the "household cluster" concept revealed a ci¡cula¡ or oval house outline, with

multiple hearths and storage pis inside, as well as activity a¡eas at the hearths.
The resea¡ch methods employed in this thesis were useful in producing a description
the recoveries from the Bundoran site excavations

of

in 1977 nd 1978, and in producing

tentative dates for ttre site components. The approach to analyzing the Laurel house

structüo was helpful in making a comparative and descriptive srudy of the archaeological
remains found at l¿urel house sites, and what should be expected from Laurel house sites

in the futu¡e. This methodology was not suffrciently refined, however, to be able to make
mo¡e than generalized comments about the orga¡rization in the l¿urel household. In orde¡ to
make specific inferences regarding
a more thorough analysis

l¿u¡el social

and economic ¡oles

within the household,

of "activity areas" and "household clusæ¡s" would have to be

ca¡ried out on a larger and more detailed dae base.
The next goal for resea¡chers into

l¿urel

houses should be to define the nature of the

social units that used the structu¡es that have b€cn described The number and kinds of
people that occupied laurel houses, their relationship to each other, and the reasons for
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using that site are all data that, with further refinement of this model, may be infered from
the analysis of the

l¿u¡el house. By applying some of the units of analysis suggested by

people such as Flannery and Winter to Laurel house sites in northwestern Ontario, and with

fu¡ther substantive æsearch into l¿urel houses, archaeologists may be able to address the
problem of the organization of the Lau¡el household" In addition to this, continuing
resea¡ch into "social archeology", such as done by Deeø (1968) and Redman (1977),
be necessary to

fully analyze the social systems of

the Lau¡el cultu¡e.

will
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SHERD ÀIiÂLYS¡S SHEET

I. SITE:
2.

PROVENIENCE:

3.

CÀTÀI¡cttE NIITBER:

À - UNII:

B-

LEVEL:

R

I. }fElT,IC ÀTTRIBUÎES
À - LÎÞ TIIIcKI¡ESS (nearest 0.5mm):
B - NECX ÎHICKNESS (nearest 0.5run):
5. PT'NCTÀTBS
ã-=lõEE-rsÀN oNE RoH (y¿sl¡,f6)
(If 'Yes', add data for each below using "/", eg. -"Yes,/Yes/No')
B - EXTERIOR. (Yes,/No)¡
Bb - ÀSSOC. INT. BOSSES (Yes/No):
C - INTERIOR (Yes,/No)!
Cc - ÀSSOC. EXT. BOSSES (Yes/No):
D - DISTÀNCE BELOW LIP (nun):
B - DISTÀNCE ÀPÀRT, ÀVERÀGE (nrn):
P - SHAPE (C=circular, O=oval, S=square, etc. )
G - DIÀ.I-IETER OR MÀXIMUI,I LENGÎH (mn)
6. PÀSTE,/TEMPER
À - T{ELL FIRED (IV', POORLY FIRED (P), LÀJ{TNÀTED (L}!
B - TEMPER SIZE (L, M, SI:
C - IDENTIFY TEMPER? (Yes/No, if "Yes' enter ) :
7. FOR¡I ÀND DBCORÀTIOH
3

3

À - PROFILB
(Ext. to leftl

ÐffERTOR

LTP

TI

INTERTOR

(If shoulder present, draw
full profile on reverse side)
B - LE,GEND POR DECORÀTTVB ÎECFNIQTIES (lf ri¡n is broken near
lip, black out the nissing portion of neck in 7À åbove,

8.

ÀDDITTONÀL DATA

À - COIL BREAXS (Yes,/No):
B - IYPE:

c-

D.
BF.

